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Tuition increase
set for next fall
By Neda Slmeonova
Staff Writer
For the second year in a row,
returning Co lumbia students
wi ll face a yearly tuition hike of
nearly $1,000.
According to Michael DeSalle,
vice president of Finance, full
time students registering for the
fall 200 I semester and taking
between 12 to 16 credit hours will
pay an additional $458 per semester, or $916 for the school year,
bringing the new tuition total to
$12,516. The increase translates
to a jump of7.9 percent.
For this current school year,
students paid $11,600, which
was an 8.5 percent increase
over the previous year. Last
year the projection by the college for thi s year's tu ition
increase was that students
would see only a 5.5 percent
increase.
" Because of the additional
investments necessary for new

Hot Music
O riginally created
for the G uild
Comp lex and
brought to New
York 's Poets
House, guit arist
Farced Haque
(left), poet Leon
" Douglas" Leiva
Ga lla r do,
percuss ion ist
Ka hil el' Zaba r
a nd specia l guests
demonstrate the
univer sality of
Pa blo Neruda
poetry th rough
j azz, classica l, a nd
world music in
English a nd other
la nguage. The
exhibition
took place at
the HotH'OlJSe,
on Balbo Drive,
in the South Loop.

full time faculty and renovation
of new space that we have
bought, we thought that it was
important to increase the tuition
to 7.9 percent," DeSa lle
explained.
This year, Co lumbia would
have been in the fourth year of a
five-year plan in which the
tuition increases would have
gradually declined. "(The plan)
is out at this point because of
the last two years we've purchased a lot of facilities,"
DeSalle said.
Despite the increase, DeSalle
pointed out that Columbia is
still one of the least expensive
colleges both locally and
nationally. " We th ink it is very
competitive," DeSalle said.
The raise in tuition brings big
concerns among students at
Columbia. "I've got a problem
with the new rates. It has been

See Tuition, page 3
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Columbia teacher, students produce provocative film
Television movie on UPN focuses on HIV positive African-American males
By Neda Slmeonova
Staff Writer
The one-hour drama, " Kevin's Room" produced by
the Chicago Department of Public Health along with
Black Cat Productions, premiered on Channel 50
(WPWR - TV) on Sunday, April 22 at 8:00 p .m. The
drama is set in Chicago and focuses on preventing HIVI
AIDS transmission among African-American, gay men.
This is the first film that brings attention to gay relationships in the African-American community.
The movie shows the daily struggles of fi ve A fri canAmerican gay men. Through participation in a support
group, each of the men learn valuable lessons that will
forever impact their lives.
The producer/director of"Kevin's Room" and owner
of Black Cat Productions in Chicago, Sharon Zurek, is

also a part-time instructor for the Film and Video
department here at Columbia.
"When I fi rst heard about the project I was immediately interested," Zurek said. The executive producer
and creator, Lora Branch, came up with the idea for the
film. Branch wrote the script along with Martha
Shaifer-Hartel and Andrew Spieldenner. " It was a very
interesting development of the script. A couple of people worked on it and it ended being a script by committee," said Branch.
Lora Branch, who currently is the director of the
Office of Gay and Lesbian Health at the Chicago
Department of Public Health, is also a Columbia graduate. "The idea came from Lora. She knew what she had
to do: I brought the production team, the people and the
equipment," Zurek said.
According to Branch, gay men of color, especially
African-American and Latino, have not benefited from

programs about awareness and prevention of
HIV/AIDS. " I don't think that the message has gotten
through," Branch said. "Recently there has been much
written about current HIV statistics in communities of
color and how the traditional messages of prevention
have not been heard," Zurek added.
According to Jeremy Manier, a Chicago Tribune staff
writer, researchers in Chicago report that 30 percent of
young, gay, African-American men are infected with
HIV. " The infection rate for gay blacks was twice that
of any other ethnic group, a finding that shocked some
experts despite the already well-documented racial gap
in AIDS cases," reported Manier.
After script development, Zuerk only took twelve days
to shoot the film. "Literally, we shot a feature in two
weeks," Zurek said. She was happy to bring attention to

See Kevin's Room, page 3

Area college students unite for poetry
By Molly Moonen
Staff Writer

Usa Boumstein-5malley, from the School of the Art Institute, reads
from a collection of objects that she displayed as specimen.

In celebration of National Poetry
Month, Jennifer Grutzmacher represented Columbia at the second
annual Citywide Undergraduate
Poetry Festival on April 12. The
festival was held in Columbia's
music hall and included students
from II Chicago-area schools
including the School of the Art
Institute and the University of
Chicago. Over I 00 people
turned out to see what Chicago's
writing community had to offer.
It's a good way to showcase
young writers, especially in
Chicago," said Ron Diaz a student
at
National
Louis

Uni versity. National Louis is a
new addition to the festi val thi s
year and Diaz was proud to represent his school. Like several of
the other parti cipants. Diaz is not
a fiction writing or english major.
but studies elementary education.
Poetry is his hobby. Diaz read
several moving poems including
one about his grandfather. ··selfexpression is wonderful with
writing," he said.
Tony Trigilio, a fu ll-time
teacher in the Columbia's
English depanment, is the driving force behind the festival.
Trigilio wanted to create a venue
for local poets to get out of the
isolation of writing and share
their work with the community.
He organized the event for the

first time last year with the help
of Co lu mbia 's Poetry Major
Committee. "When you are writing. you spend so much time
alone in your own college with
your own professors." he said.
"The festi val offers the opportunity for poets to read in front of
an audience and hear the work of
other undergraduates around the
city."
Participants were nominated by
their school's faculty members.
Several schools required students
to submit work samples, while
others hand-chose the students
based on past performance. For
students such as Heather
Lomason from DePaul, this was

See Poetry, page 2
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ews·and Notes
Theater department to stage
Shakespearean classic
The Theater department will present Shakespeare's
"Macbeth" on April 25, runni ng through May 6, in the New
Studio Theater, directed by department chair Sheldon
Patinkin and faculty member Tom Mula. Call (312) 3446126 to make reservations. Free tickets to Columbia students pending availability. Since the New Studio is small,
people are encouraged to call ahead.

Northern Italy trip sets
deadline for participants
Anyone in the Columbia community who is interested
in participating in the "Highlights of Northern Italy" escorted tour offered by RoseAnna Mueller, in the Liberal
Education department, is encouraged to email or call
Mueller at (312) 344-7532 or Mariangela Palumbo at
Concierge International Travel at (773) 589-1111 to
reserve a spot. Participants will be accepted for the next
two weeks only. The cities on the tour include Venice,
Florence, Siena, Lucca, Milan and Santa Margerita on
the Italian Riviera.

Dwayne Thomas/Chronicle

Ice in the Hokin: Diamond (center) along with other members of the Wind Chill crew shine during their
performance at the Hokin Center's Big Mouth, open mic session, last Wednesday, April 18.

Award offered in memory of
Columbia faculty member
Nancy R. Feldman was an alum and part-time teacher
in multimedia production at Columbia who was killed in a
auto accident in 1997. Feldman shared her practical
advice, the professionals secret, the tension-breaking
joke, her expertise as a teacher and her friendship. Each
year in May, there is a competition for the most unique
and creative digital interactive multimedia pieces by students from any discipline. The Nancy R. Feldman award
is a living tribute to Feldman's spirit and memory, providing monetary awards for exemplary interactive work .
The winner receives $300, two runner ups will receive
$50 each.
Students may submit work until April 27, winners will be
announced on May 11 from 6 to 7 p.m., in the 16th fioor
Torco Auditorium. Barbara Iverson can answer any
question at (312) 344-7399.

Faculty member wins
Pulitzer Prize for journalism
Journalism department faculty member Andrew Martin
recently won a Pulitzer Prize, as part of a team of
Chicago Tribune reporters that worked on the series
"Gateway to Gridlock," which explored problems with the
nation's air travel system. Martin has been teaching
Investigative Reporting in the Journalism department for
the past two years.

Special screening planned
for Comedy Central series
A screening of two episodes from the Comedy Central
series, "Strangers With Candy," directed by Columbia
Film and Video faculty member Dan Dinello, will take
place Wed., April 25, in the Ludington building, 1104 S.
Wabash, room 302. The episodes feature Columbia
alumnus Andy Richter. Dinello will be present at the
screening, which is free of charge and open to the
Columbia community.

Asians in Art set fashion
show to feature creativity
Thursday, April 26, Asian Students in the Arts at
Columbia will hold a fashion show and turn-tablist per- ·
formance in the Getz Theatre, 74 E. 11th Street, from
7:30-9 p.m. The purpose of the show is to celebrate
fashion, music and art with a Hip Hop twist. Students
from Columbia, as well as those from the Chicago area,
will fuse together their talents in music, fashion, design,
theater and poetry to create an extravagant line up. The
artists will display thei r talents in spoken word, rap and
dance.

If you have an upcom ing event o r
announcement, please call
the Chronicle 's news desk
at (312) 344- 7255.

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT
WWW.CCCHRONICLE.COM

Cuban officials visit Columbia
By TreAndres Members
Staff Writer
In an effort to promote the
upcoming International Youth
Conference that will take place in
Havana, Cuba this July, Yanel is
Martinez and Professor Javier
Duenas visited Columbia to discuss
"Youth In Cuba Today." The discussion was co-sponsored by
Professor Cannelo Esterrich, who
teaches in the Liberal Education
department at Columbia.
Duenas opened the di scussion
address ing the audience in Spanish.
Esterrich trans lated for the nonSpanish speaking members of the
audience.
Duenas attributed the success of
the Cuban Revolution to the youth
of Cuba. I lowever, he never really
expounded upon the role of the
youth in bringing the revolution to
frutation. After giving a concise
history of the Cuban revolution and
its achievements: the establishment
of free social security, free medical
care and Cuba's 90 percent literacy
rate since the revo lution; Duenas
spoke about the U.S. embargo on
his country.
The embargo was ini tiated by the
Kennedy administration in 196 1
and upheld by every U.S. President
thereafter. Essterich espouses the
popular views that the U.S. embargo is out-dated and unnecessary.
He feels that the embargo is
"anachronistic," and said that many
people don't see the point of maintaining it Essterich believes that a

major reason the U.S. goverrunent
has not lifted the embargo is
because of anti-Castro groups like
the Cuban American National
Foundation, an organization that
has major clout in United States.
According to Duenas it is the
Cuban youth that suffer most from
the embargo. Because of the
embargo many ingredients that are
needed to make medicine to cure
diseases are unattainable . As a
result many people die or become
paralyzed due to inefficient medical treatment " It is the youth that
continue to give hope to all the people in Cuba," Duenas said.
One way Cubans cope with the
crisis is by reflecting on and promoting their rich culture. Culture is
of utmost importance in Cuba and
is an integral part of the Cuban
identity.
Martinez, who studies law at the
University of Havana, spoke of
Cuba's struggle to be more than
just a U.S. colony. " [Cuba] became
the nightmare of all the American
presidents," Martinez said.
Martinez, like Duenas, praised
the accomplishments of the revolution, and spoke about the ills of the
U.S. embargo.
" We are not two youths who are
trying to paint a paradise for you,"
Martinez said. "We are j ust two
youth that would like to speak
about the realities of our country."
According to
M artinez the
A merican media is portrays Cuba
unreal istically and unjustly.
Esterrich relates that Duenas and
Martinez have a huge responsibili-

ty as representati ves of their country. Esterrich, however, admitted
that he had some difficulty interpreting the discussion. "It seemed
like the two Cubans were speaking
a complex rhetoric that on ly communists can understand," Esterrich
said. "They were not able to speak
common language."
One can on ly speculate as to the
fate of communism in Cuba after
Castro leaves his post as commander and chief.
"Everyone is just waiting for him
to die," said Anna Maria Soto, the
Latino Cultural Affairs coordinator
at Columbia.
Soto, who is Cuban, stated that
the accomplishments Castro's government boasts about, like its medical and educational refonns, are
falling apart.
" It has been 41 y ears since the
people in Cuba have had freedom,"
Soto who also claimed that on
every block in Cuban cities, said
there is a neighborhood watch.
Only unlike in America the purpose
of the neighborhood watch is to
make sure that Cuban citizens are
not engaging in activity that is
deemed counter revolutionary.
The story of Cuba is a long and
complicated one, with many versions. Perhaps the on ly way to truly
get the whole picture is to see i t up
close and personal. According to
Duenas and Martinez, the reason
for their visit to America is to invite
students to attend the International
Youth Conference that will be held
in Havana this July.

Poet[!

Continued from Front:-;P;-:a-=g~
e--------------------------the first time reading in
front o f an audience .
L omanson said that the
festival was a good opportunity to sec what her
peers arc writing. "It's u
good wuy to help your
own writing," she said.
l'oerns runged from twoline quips by Rooseve lt
U ni vers1ty
student
Alcjundru
Vulera
de
Burrell, to more-i nvolved

poems
about
the
llolocaust by Uni versity
of Chicago student, M arc
M aisto. University o f
Illinois-Chicago student
Scan Starr repeatedly
pluycd Jimmy Stewart's
lim1l speech in " Mr. Smith
Goes to Wushington" during his political mnt, tmd
Northwestern's Jessicn
Martell rcud 11 letter to
Mary Shelley liS Shelley's

sister.
Grutzmachcr, a senior ut
Columbia. was chosen by
the
Poetry
Mujor
Committee to represent
Columbiu.
She
has
worked c lose ly
with
Committee Coordinutor
Paul Hoover, und jun.•pcd
at the ch11nce to pnrtlcipntc.
Grutzmucher
of\loycd seei ng the dltlbrent styles thnt huvc come

out of the ditTercnt
schools.
Trigil io agreed. "Like
lust year, we h11d 1\ grcut
turnout this yellr," he stlid.
" It wns great to see I 0 or
II dift'ercnt styles tlum I 0
or II ditlcrcnt so.lhools.
All the pllets were really
grout."
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More colleges requiring assessment for graduates
By Angela Timmons
Staff Writer
Seniors at public colleges and universities throughout
the state, will be picking up their pencils one last time
before putting on caps and gowns because of an Illinois
Board o f Higher Education initiative (IBHE). By 2004,
the IBHE is requiring state schools to have assessment
plans to determine if seniors really know what their
degrees say they do.
Exactly how the students are assessed is up to the
schools themselves, according to Keith Sanders, executive director of the IBIIE. What will be required, Sanders
said, consists of three parts including "specifics of what a
student should know in their subject area, some kind of
subjective or objective assessment to test that knowledge,
and then feedback on the results sent back to the board."

Sanders said the schools were notified of the plan in
January of 1999, and they are on track to meet the 2004
deadline. Citing pressure from the state legislature as one
of the reasons for the decision, Sanders said, " We have
to be accountable and show that what we' re doing is
what we ' re saying we're doing."
Stressing that schools will have a great deal of autonomy and latitude with the initiative, Sanders thinks the
assessment requirement will be beneficial to both students and faculty. ''This isn't intended to be damaging, in
fact we think it will be a boost to students s ince curriculum will be continually reviewed and updated."
The recent explosion in the number of students attending public colleges and universities in Illinois is another
incentive for the assessment plan. According to Sanders,
within the next 10 to 15 years there will be an additional I 00,000 students enrolled in state schools. Because of
this, Sanders said, "As more and more students with dif-

Students create global campaign

Tuition

Columbia partakes In Midwest DalmlerChrysler assignment

Continued from Front Page

really hard on me. I have a loan
that covers half of my tuition
and the rest has to come out of
my pocket," said Kim Beggs, a
sophomore graphic design
major.
This school year has been very

ferent abilities and motivations enter college, we have to
be particularly vigilant about assessing and maintaining
academic programs."
According to Neil Pagano. director of assessment at
Columbia, the orth Central Assoc iatio n. which is
responsible for accrediting schoo ls in the region, is
pleased with Columbia's program-based assessments.
Columbia is not required by the North Centra l
Assoc iation to submit the assessment results.
The state initiative, all ows for a "capstone" experience for majors, which go beyond a cumulative exam.
For example, a student majoring in music might be
requ ired to perform in a final rec ital. Or a biology
major would have to complete a major research project.
Pagano counts the capstone experience as the best
way to measure achievement in a major program , calling it the "proof of the pudding" in determining what a
student has learned.

hard on Ashourina Yacoub, a
freshman, theatre major. Yacoub
received only $1300 in financ ial
aid. " I'm not sure if I'll be able
to come back next year and I
want to, I really do," Yacoub
said.

"Every year they increase the
tuition, sounds like they are
thinking more for the school
than for the students," complained Carlos Ferniza, a junior,
fi lm and video major. "People
w ill go to school forever!"

Dwayne Thomas/Chronicle

The singer Terrance and Leon Allen, trumpet player, perform during the Columbia College
Association of Black Journalist annual Media Mixer, held last Tuesday, April17, in the Hokin Gallery.
The event featured special performances and guest professionals from Chicago area media.

CCABJ hosts media mixer
By Jill Helmer
Staff Writer
The Columbia College Association of Black
Journalists (CCABJ) held its annual Media
Mixer in the Hokin last Tuesday.
"It's a networking event with Chicago media
professionals," said Lillian Williams, director
of broadcast journalism at Columbia.
"Students can ask questions to informally network with the professionals. They can ask
about how to get internships, how to get into
the field, and how they got their break into
journalism."
President of CCABJ, Shawn Wright said,
" It's important because students network with
professionals and embrace all the network
media."
In addition to giving Columbia students the
chance to mingle with professionals in the
media, the evening included a song performed
by Cuma, of the Columbia Urban Music
Association, a Hyde Park Academy student's
reading, and the unveiling of CCABJ's Web
site.
One of the Chicago media professionals who
attended the mixer was Rob Hess, from CNN
radio. Hess said that he thought the mixer was

a great way fer students to get to know professionals. "It's important to make connections now," he said.
Hess said he saw lots of potential for future
journalists at the mixer. "Anyone committed
enough to organize programs like this on a
regular basis, and constantly generate members has potential," he said. "Even just organizing things like this is a good skill and good
practice for the real world."
Another attendee was CCABJ's former president Melody Hoffman. Hoffman was a member of CCABJ for three years, and the president of the organization last year. After graduating from Columbia last June, Hoffman got
a job with "Jet Magazine" and began working
there last August.
When Hoffman was involved with CCABJ,
she helped organize the mixer in past years.
"One year we had a banquet, and last year we
called it a media blitz, and this year it's an
informal mixer," she said. "The skills I
learned [in CCABJ) really did help."
Williams said she is very impressed with the
way things are going with CCABJ this year.
"The programs have expanded," she said,
"I'm ecstatic with the progress and programs
of the group."

By Sonja Schneider
Staff Writer
For the first time in it's history,
college students who participate
in the American Advertising
Federation 's (AAF) National
Student Advertising Competition
(NSAC) are being asked to create
global
campaign
for
a
DaimlerChrysler.
Columbia's advertising students along with students from
nine other Midwest colleges and
universities are participating in
this competition.
These students are required to
act as a complete advertising
agency.
"This is the first time students
from any other department have
helped to produce the advertising
campaign,"
said
Margaret
Sullivan, chair of the Marketing
and Communications department.
Peter LeGrand and Kay
Hartman teach an interdisciplinary class with art and photography. They were approached to
help the campaign, lend ideas
and take the photographs printed
in the campaign booklet.
"The interaction between different majors is incredible. They
spark up ideas from each other
anJ it is wonderful to see,"
LeGrand said, who is a professor
of photography.
According to Sullivan in 1991
the AAF was started at Columbia
as a marketing club, which
entered the NSAC and placed II
out of 13 entries. But at that time
the students didn't have to complete a global campaign.
Subsequently, DaimlerChrysler
broadened
the
assignment
beyond the traditional parameters. After realizing the professionalism of other competitors at

the competition, Sullivan added
Advertising Campaign Practicum
to the curriculum.
Advertising Campaign Practicum
is a two-semester course, which
teaches students how to work as
an advertising agency to prepare a
complete integrated marketing
campaign. The two faci litators
are Kevin Christophersen and
Herb Allen. "This course is the
ultimate capstone class for a marketing communications student,"
Sullivan said.
A 1997 graduate of Columbia,
Christophersen participated in an
earlier NSAC. His enthusiasm
for Columbia's approach to education prompted him to leave his
job at Leo Burnett and become a
full-time instructor.
"All of the students have put an
incredible amount of time into
this class. I am extremely proud
of their work. Even if they don't
win at the competition these students have a lready won in my
book," Christophersen said.
Students don't have to be a
marketing maj or to take thi s
course and don 't have to take
both semesters of the course.
Many top advertis ing agencies
use this opportunity to scout for
the industry's newest talent.
Recruiting at district and national
NSAC are expected.
'·This is the o ne opportunity for
students to get recognized for
their efforts and to do real work.
Even in the years the students
haven't placed they were
approached and some were hired
right off the noor," Sullivan said.
The competition is the final
place to determine if the student 's
ideas could work in the advertising industry. Each student will
be able to walk away with a 40
page-marketing plan to put in
their portfolios.

Ke_vio's_Room_

Continued from Front Page

the fact that many of the crew and
actors were Columbia graduates
or current film students. "We
could not have done this without
them," she said. "Some of the
students were in my graduate
classes." Some of the technical
crew that worked on the film had
over 20 years of experience in the
field. "We gave them support
because we were a linle tight on
the money. And the actors I just
loved them, they were my joy! "
Branch thinks that they accomplished a lot w ith " Kevin's
Room." "Sharon convinced me
to do something of great quality
and I'm very happy about the
results," she said.
Initially "Kevin's Room" was

planned to expand into several
more one-hour episodes but "we
didn't have the money," Zurek
said. Both s he and Branch hope
that eventually this would be
accomplished. "The movie is
made so that we bring up a lot of
issues and we resolved some of
them. We hope to have few more
episodes and . it is designed to
generate more," Branch said. As
of now, " Kevin 's Room" has
been accepted into two festivals :
The 200 I New York Lesbian and
Gay Film Festi val, and the 25 th
San Francisco International
Lesbian and Gay Festival. Zurek
is proud of the outcome of
"Kevin's Room," " It has no right
to be as good as it is."
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Public can now tape Nixon tapes
By Deb Reichmann
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP}--Nearly

three decades after Watergate,
the tables have turned. Now the
public can tape Richard Nixon.
Friday is the first makeyour-own Nixon tape day at
the National Archives in
College Park, Maryland.
Record a personal copy of
Nixon rapping his desk on
July I, 1971, when he tells his
chief of staff, H.R. Haldeman
to stand firm against those
leaking information: "We' re
up against an enemy, a conspiracy. We are going to use
any means, is that clear?"
Copy excerpts of N ixon's
discussions about the Vietnam
War, civil rights demonstrators, the Supreme Court, busing, domestic issues and the
opening of China. Or make a
copy of the clicks, hisses and
buzzes on the famous 18 112minute gap that exists on a
tape recorded in June 1972,
three days after the Watergate
break-in.
Giving the publ ic permission to make free copies at
the archives is one of several
actions in recent years that
have made the Nixon tapes
more accessible.
Transcripts of some of the
3, 700 hours of recordings
have been perused for years.
But the public could only listen to the I ,284 tapes the gov-:
ernment has released so far if
they traveled to the archives
and clamped on cumbersome
earphones. Copying was pro-

hibited. Besides a few bootleg
tapes illegally broadcast years
ago and snippets of recordings
played in court and at Nixon's
California library, the tapes have
not been aired publicly.
Early last year, 265 hours of
excerpted conversations, mostly related to Watergate, went
on sale.
Now, representatives of
Nixon's estate have agreed to
let the public buy and copy
any of the Nixon tapes the
government has released so
far. Under an earlier agreement signed by the archives
and the Nixon estate, the rest
of the tapes were not supposed to be available fo r
copying or purchase until
2003.
Starting Friday, researchers
can take their own recording
equipment to the National
Archives II building in
College Park and copy:
•
265 hours pertaining to
Watergate and "abuse of governmental power." These tapes
include conversations about
the break-in and bugging of
the Democratic National
Committee headquarters in
I 972, subsequent cover-up
and wrongdoing by the White
House.
• 154 hours of conversations
that took place in the Cabinet
Room at the White House.
• 865 hours of tapes made in
Nixon's offices and on his
telephones in 1971. These represent the first two batches of
chronological tape releases
covering about a year of the
Nixon
presidency
from
February 1971, when the tap-

ing system was first installed,
to December 197 1.
"It's much easier to transcribe them when you can take
them home," said Timothy
Naftali, who is working on a
project at the Miller Center of
Public Affairs, a nonpartisan
research institute at the
University of Virginia, to transcribe presidential recordings.
Naftali said the center will
begin transcribing the Nixon
tapes within the next few
months-a laborious process
that takes about two hours for
each minute.
The Nixon estate decided to
make all the released tapes
available for copying and
purchase because it believes
the conversations should be
heard in context-in chronological order.
"History won't fully appreciate the immense accomplishments and equally
immense
pressures
of
President N ixon's wartime
White House, nor will it
understand the way the
Vietnam War and the passions it aroused colored virtually every aspect of the president's work, until historians
have a chance to study these
recordings in aetail," said
John Taylor, co-executor of
the Nixon estate.
Rough ly 2,400 hours of
Nixon tapes are still being
processed. They too will be
available for copyiog or purchase when they are opened.
The next scheduled opening
ofNixon tapes, recorded !Tom
January 1972 to June 1972, is
expected late this year.

Business students get hands-on experience
ByPhii Sahm
Knight-Ridder Tribune
· Most college students are
grateful for spending money.
But $5 million?
A group of University of
Utah business students hope to
get j ust that much to buy equity stakes in companies with
cutting-edge technology and
the potential to turn profi ts.
The students will oversee
the Utah Entrepreneur Fund.
The fund, expected to launch
in August, is part of a program
to give students hands-on business experience-something
they cannot get in the class~ room, said Jack Brittain, dean
of the University's David
Eccles School of Business.
" We want to create a laboratory experience," Brittain said.
"This is one piece of an overall effort focused on teaching
people to think about how to
start a business."
University alumni Geoff
Wooley, a founding member of
Dominion
Ventures
and
European Venture Partners,
spearheaded the fund's creation. But a lot of people lent
support, including Brittain,
Huntsman Chemical co-founder
Ladd Christensen, Wasatch
Venture Fund managing partner
Kent Christensen, Craig Ballard
of Cornerstone Capital Group
and Lee Archer ofCopiers Now.
Money for the fund will be

rai sed through donations,
Brittain said. Although $5
million is the goal, the fund
could launch with as little as
$500,000, he said. The fund
will target technology and
biotechnology companies for
its investments.
The students have not
received dollar commitments
yet, but Brittain said he is confident money will be donated.
Student-run venture funds
are rare, but other universities
have them.
The University of Michigan,
for example, operates a venture fund. But students there
have less latitude making
investment decisions, which
means they have less opportunity to make and learn from
mistakes, Brittain said.
Student involvement in the
Utah Entrepreneur Fund will
be part of a yearlong finance
course. A panel of investment
professionals ultimately will
approve student decisions, but
the emphasis will be more on
learning about business than
making money, Brittain said.
Jared Hutchi ngs, a j unior
finance major, will be the
fund 's unpaid director.
Hutchings, 24, said entrepreneurship has long interested
him and that being a venture
capitalist may be a potential
career. But he sees the fund as
a way to gain valuable business experience.
"The goal is not to get more

people in venture capital,"
Hutchings said. "It's more a
way to teach students about
business."
To set up the fund, two other
U. students--Seth Shaner and
Ben Raybold-actually traveled to London to visit
Wooley's European venturecapital operation. Shaner and
Raybold, along with Hutchings,
drafted the Utah Entrepreneur
Fund business plan.
The Utah Entrepreneur
Fund is part of UTec- The
Utah Entrepreneur Centerwhich was created to encourage student entrepreneurship.
Besides the new venture
fund, UTec also sponsors the
Utah Entrepreneur Challenge,
a yearly contest in which students draft business plans
judged by venture capitalists
and others. The best plans get
varying amounts of funding.
That competition, the idea
of engineering student Stuart
Fetzer, has become one of the
largest business-plan competitions in the country. Fetzer
also worked to develop the
venture fund.
U. business students a lso
oversee an $80,000 fund
invested in the stock market.
The Utah Venture Fund will
be placed in a research foundation and will not be directly
owned by the University. Any
profits would be turned back
into the fund for further
investment.

Authorities present new
theory in missing Indiana
University student case
By Joseph S. Pete
Indiana Daily Student
(U-WIRE) BLOOMINGTON, Ind. - It's been nearly a year. Nineteen-year-old
Jill Behrman, a lifelong
Bloomington resident who
had j ust completed her
freshman year at Indiana
University, went for a bike
ride the morning of May 3 1,
2000. She never returned.
Her bicycle was recovered
later that day in a cornfield
near Ellettsville, miles away
from where she was last
seen. Since then, police and
the FBI have been investigating the presumed abduction.
Wednesday, authorities
announced they're pursuing
the case from a different
angle-a covered-up accident.
We've talked to thousands
of folks," FB I agent Gary
Dunn said. "And we keep
coming up with a recurring
story. We believe someone
struck Jill, and then cooler
heads and common sense
did not prevail. We believe
someone-someone local
- tried to cover it up."
Dunn has been on the
case since last June with
another FBI special agent
and two detectives from
the Bloom ington Poli ce
Department.
With
a
$50,000 reward fo r information , the investigators
have received roughly
3,000 tips. They've interviewed hundreds of people
- Jill 's triends, her fami ly
and area residents.
"It's a compilation of all
those sources," Dunn said.
"We believe there's a conspiracy of silence. We know people have information, and
they're not coming forward
with it. We literally plead with
people - there's no information too insignificant."
The investigators have
read Jill 's diaries, her

address book and her email- anything that might
give a clue of who might
have wanted to harm her.
They've conducted several
searches-at Lake Monroe,
at local motels and in wooded areas.
"We've been working hard
to leave no stone unturned,"
BPD
detective
Marty
Deckard said. "We're practically married to the FBI.
We go everywhere they go."
After the tireless work
they've put into the case,
investigators now doubt an
out-of-towner or acquaintance kidnapped Behrman.
"We're putting together
the pieces of the puzzle,"
Deckard said. "And while
this is still ongoing and we
don't rule out anything, we
believe this was loca l in
nature.''
While they' re looking into a
few leads, authorities still lack
suspects. But Dunn emphasized they would not close the
case until those responsible
for Jill's disappearance are
brought to justice.
" We're not going to discard any scenario," he said.
"We're looking into everything, and we're not about
to give up."
Friends and family, who still
have trouble coping with the
loss, appreciate the investigators' efforts.
" It's really hard that it's
still a mystery," said junior
Heidi Morgan, a childhood
friend of Jill's who attended
Bloomington High School
South with her. "We have to
do everything we can."
Jill's mother, Marilyn,
joined agent Dunn at the
press conference to renew
the call for information.
"Sometimes I am very,
very angry," she said.
"Sometimes I am very, very
sad. We need to find Jill she is not just a missing person. I believe someone out
there can help us find Jill."

'Naked Mile' draws fewer bodies
Tribune Media Services
With threats of arrest and
further punishment looming, University of Michigan
students were much more
hesitant than usual to participate in the school's "Naked
Mile," an annual nude run
by students through the
streets of Ann Arbor.
Barely two dozen students
participated in the run, a far
cry from the 400 entrants in
last year's race, said
Department of Publ ic Safety
spokesperson Diane Brown,
who added that the number
of spectators had dropped
by almost a third.
Police arrested eight people- four for indecent
exposure, four for disorderly conduct-while the DPS
made four arrests.
Additionally, the Ann Arbor

News, which called the event
an attraction "we'll be glad
'to see the end of." reponed
that one participant had filed
a sexual assault claim.
Some students blamed the
cold weather for the lack of
participants in the race, a
charge disputed by Brown,
who sai d that there was
snow on the ground during
last year's run.
" It was much colder last
year, and that didn't stop
anybody from coming out,"
she said.
But most eyewitnesses,
according tQ a report in the
Michigan Daily student
newspaper, felt that heightened attempts by the police
to prevent students from
participating is what ultimately turned off most
would-be streakers.
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"In a duel, there is only
one instant winner,
at questiapromo.com
there are thousands:'
For a chance to instantly win a
Dell~ Laptop, Handspring Visors',"
messenger bags and more, go
to questiapromo.com!
Questia'" is the new online
service designed to help
students write better papers,
faster and easier.

que s

tO~

Better Papers. Faster.-
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Students must be in good academic standing, enrolled in at least 12 credit hours in the fall semester
and should be taking and/or have taken the core courses in either Journalism or Photography.
Knowledge of Windows NT, word processing , PhotoShop and/or QuarkXpress is a huge plus but not
required. All editors must be available on Tuesday for the College Newspaper Workshop class and
our staff meeting , and every Friday for production of the paper.
If you are a dedicated, hard-working student who doesn't mind rockin' every week with a bunch of
crazy students and would like a great job for next year, call (312) 344-7432 and ask for Chris Richert,
and I'll answer any questions you might have. Be prepared to fill out a job app lication , present a
resume, an unofficial transcript and some examples of your work when you come for your interview.
Please don 't hesitate to call and ask questions. Our office is in the 623 S. Wabash Building, Rm . 205.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE FALL 2001
Editor-In-Chief
The Editor-In-Chief is in charge of the entire news operation of the Columbia Chronicle, overseeing all of the paper's and web
site's staff, as well as the content and coverage found in the Chronicle. This individual must be available 30 hours per week .They
will be in charge of assigning and collecting stories from staff writers and correspondents and they will also be in charge of
'•
layout and design.

Campus Editor
The Campus Editor is in charge of news coverage of events, issues and people on campus. This individual must be available at
least 20 hours per week. They will be in charge of assigning and collecting campus (news/feature) stories from staff writers and
correspondents and they will also be in charge of layout and design of the Campus section.

Commentary Editor
The Commentary Editor is responsible for assigning and collecting opinion stories and columns for publication. This individual
will also be in charge of layout and design of the Commentary section. They must also be available for at least 20 hours a week.

Arts & Entertainment Editor
The Arts & Entertainment Editor is in charge of news coverage of events, issues and people within the arts & entertainment
industry. This includes coverage on campus, and the Chicago area. This person must be responsible, and work well with others.
They will be in charge of assigning arts & entertainment stories to staff writers and correspondents, and the layout and design of
the section. They must also be available for at least 20 hours per week.

Sports Editor
The Sports Editor is in charge of coverage of events, games and issues with sports. This individual must be available at least 20
.hours per week. They will be in charge of assigning and collecting sports stories from staff writers and correspondents and they
will also be in charge of layout and design of the Sports section.

Assistant Editors (various sections)
Assistant Editors help with the supervision of various parts of the newspaper, and assisting section editors with story assignments and in some cases, design and layout of the section. They will also produce stories and/or columns for various sections
of the paper': These students must be available at least 10 hours a week.

Copy Chief & Copy Editors
Copy Editors are in charge of checking, polishing and correcting stories written by staff editors, writers and correspondents.

Webmaster and Assistant Webmaster
The Webmaster and assistant are responsible for the content and design of the Chronicle's web site. www.ccchronicle.com .
Web staff must know HTML, PhotoShop, Flash, DreamWeaver, and OuarkXpress.

Photo Editor & Photo Staff
The Photo Editor is responsible for assigning photo assignments to all other photographers and complete photo assignments of
their own. They must also be proficient in layout and design of all photographs using PhotoShop, and QuarkXpress. They must
be available at least 20 hours a week.
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Fiction Writing Department

AlTN: NEW AND CURRENT STUDENTS!

Looking
for a class?

To the Second Annual Roommate Mixer!

Think
Fiction
Writing!

-~

When:

Saturday April 28th, 2001
3:00- 5:00pm
Where: Columbia College Residence Center
731 S. Plymouth Ct. Community Lounge
For:
The Summer & Fall 2001 Semesters
Why:

To meet other Columbia students in order to cut
down on your off campus housing costs . And
hopefully come away having met a prospective
roommate to two, or three, or four. ..

How:

Through some inventive and hopefully productive
icebreakers.

Snacks and Drinks will be provided!!
Given by Leslie calabrese
Off campus Housing Coordinator
Please R.S.V.P. @ (312) 344-6805 or

Are you interested in writing?
Are you creative?
Do you have stories to tell?

lcalabrese@popmail.colum.edu

See your depattment advisor or
visit the Fiction Writing Department
during Early Registration for Fall 2001
Tuesday, May 1 through Friday, May 11 , 2001.
And for Summer 200 1- Monday, April 23
through Thursday, April26
Call for your Early Registration appointment now!
312-344-7611

Classes available in

•!• Short Stories
•!• Novels
•!• Creative Nonfiction
•!• Script Forms
Story Workshop® and other Fiction Writing Department
courses will improve reading, writing,
speaking, listening, visualizing, and
creative problem-solving skills
useful for every college major and the job market.
fiction Writing Department
Ith Floor, 624 S. Michigan Avenue

A ltcmsee

IS NOW HIRING
SERVERS & HOSTS

•
•

Fam ily-owned and operated for over 60 years
Casual restaurant, good working atmm;phere
•
•

•

Sensible and fair employers

A chance to make some good money

Located vrry near college, at Drarhorn & Polk

•

No cxpcrirnce ner.essary; we will train you
•

Opening latr May-early Junr

Please call Jim Hchson at 312-461-1116,
Or e-mail us at jhebson@h~ckneys.net

.
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TRANSPLANT

AS AN EC~G DONC)R
WE CAN C01viPENSA rE YC)U,
BUT NEVER REPr\Y Y OU.
Earn $5000 compensation. And a
couple's undying gratitude. D raw•ng

on my expe rien ce as a former egg
donor, we are uniquely qualified to
o ffer you a level of profess•ona lism.

•I attended a
major tmh'ersi~y,
bul lbe classes
were so big!
/ like tbe
small
classes and
easy access to
Instructors.·

lOVElYN .II.

(luttrnational
and
Trausftr Studtul)
Bacbelor

of
Busi11tsS
Admini<tration
1/WTHCARE
MANAGE.l/ENT
CONCENTR.lTIO.V

understa nding and respect beyond
other services. Make a donat• on .
Make a life . Make a d ifference.

N;).t<·l I Font~,;
~uu,tJ .... F~~~ on.,~..

~CEIVfABILITIES
Call us at 773-868-3971 . Or visit us onl•ne <H www.concoiveab ilitios.com.

"'OR s . \lif·hi,ran .hrnuf'

kctltrattd .~r.sadatt

ORLA~ D

Qnd BachelorsDtgrm

.1 1:l-~Zl- 1:l0(J

P.m

.\ 1nn.-t-'tt. K.~rtn

OAK LAWN

Visit the new Huin Do;: Books & Cuf(: featurin!!:

WFSTHN SPRIKGS

CO'dPCTER STI.:DIES

• Pustri('~ & dt~SSl·r1s
• Comfortable. inlimale atmosphere
• !\ew and usl•d hooL::b o n arch it(~ture,
history, philosophy, litt·raturc, poetry,
tpnsic, film & the nrL•

DUPAGE

BCSINF.'l.S
ADMI~ISTRATIO~

BE~SENVILLE/

Snl. b. Sun. 11Jn n'-h1un

O'HARE

CHICAGO

HEALTHSTFDIFS

800-225-1520

ART & DFSIGN
wu:wrmci!tdll

MEDITERRANEAN CAFE

OPEN:

312-939-5633
226 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605
10% Discount with A valid college ID

MONDAY - SATURDAY NOON -

7 PM

I 0°/o DISCOUNT TO
STUDENTS AFTER.

4

224 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60605

312-939-5685
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COMMENTARY
It's a grand old flag, y'all
The ' tate of Mi,sissippi and
rerun' of " The Dukes o f
ll a;;;~rd" a rc now the last bastion' of the Confederate oa lllc
ern\:-..
l .a\1 l"ue\<la). rc\idcnt' of
Miv ..i~\ ipp i voted overwhelmingly to hold onto the dc,ign of
their stat e llag. which introduced in I X'.l4. prom ine ntl y di'pi"Y' the Confederate hallie
cro" in the upper lcli hand corncr. J he ahcrnCit i'c prcr..c ntcd to
voter\ replaced the Confederate
emblem "ith 20 "hitc \Iars signil~\ ing ~ J j ,,jv.;i ppi"'\ entrance
into the union '" the 20th \late.
Dc'\pitc an ex pe nsive cam paig n hy a(h ocatc~ of a nc''
\late Ilag who nut,pent. according to(' , N.corn. the oppn, it ion
hy nea rly $500.000. the folk \
do\\n there just \\o uldn ' t
budge . A nd the ihrcat of damaging economi c bo) coli c; h~ ci' il
right' groups th<Jt worked on
South Carolina an d (ieorgia
ollic ials in rece nt )Ca rs. didn 't
'cern to phase the m ei the r.
S upporters who ho ld onto the
Con federate llag so vehemently
explain their a!Tection (or afllic tio n depending on how yo u
look at it) by say ing the llag is a
s~ rnbol of pride and he ritage fo r
the South. To them . if you get
rid of the nag th eir h istory
"ould go " ith it. In their

ex tre me insecur ity. some v.ill
C\Cn try to par>c the reason' for
the C i1 il War and ' a' tha t the
real i"uc the "" ar of northern

aggrcsc;ion" ''as fough t ''as
over sla te's right\. And they're
co rrec t on this one. It wa>
fo ught me r \ talc·, rights
namely thei r unfc11ercd rig ht to
ouy and se ll an en tire race of
people.
In his book on Civil War hi slory. Emancipating Sfa,·e.l.
Enslaving Free Men . a uthor
Jcffre} Rogers llummcl quote'

A lcxa nde r H . Ste phen>. the
vice-pres ident
of
the
Con fcdcrac)
at the
1861
Confede rate constitutional convent ion. v.ho contrasted the
new Con fede ra te cons titution
with that of the l '. S .. and o utlined exac tly what tha t war was
fought for. "The new constitution has put at rest. forever. a ll
the agitat ing questions re lat ing
to o ur peculiar insti tutions African s lave ry as it exists
a mo ng us - the proper sta tus
quo of the negro in o ur form of

civilization . . This was the
immediate cause o f the late
rupture and prese nt revo lution." he said.
Later. at the Ba ttle of Bull
Run (or Manassas for y 'all
south of the Mason-Dixon
line). the C onfederate battle
cross became the new nation 's
fla g. and the undis puted symbo l of a w hite s upre mac ist
South.
Roughly 80 years later. the fl ag
began to enjoy a resurgence
v.hen southe rn white college
students brought the flag to
football games. And in the
1950s and 1960s. wh ite southe rners began to dust off their
gra nddadd ~ 's !lags v. hen their
"genteel" v.ay of li fe began to
be thre a te ned by the c ivil rights
movement.
When that Confe derate batt le
cross began inching its "ay up
flagpoles ac ross the South once
agai n. a clear message was se nt
to southern blacks tha t some
people wc rc n ' t interested in
moving on from the pas t. So it's
not surpri s ing that people of al l
bac kgrounds no w want that
sy mbol taken down and put
w he re it belongs- in a museum . It's just too bad that the
people of Miss issippi missed
their c hance to do the rig ht
thing.

Letters to
the Editor
Redefining freedom
I am an international stude nt
he re at Columbia and am currently
in my third semester at the sound
dcpartamcnl.
I came to this country in
December 1999 and since then I
have witnessed more than a fair
sha re o f ugly incidents that
in volved the local police. My most
recent was on the evening o f
Friday the 13th- Good Friday. As
me a nd friend o f mine were walking along I lith Street ncar
Mo ra ine Valley Community
College in Palos Hills. we were
stopped by the police. Our crime
was as the o ffi cer put it " well its
friday nig ht and we wan 't to check
tha t you didn't kill anyone." Two
pol icc cars arrived and we were
to ld to put o ur hands on the hood
of the car. a nd then we were
searched. This was for me a very
uncomfortable and degrading situation. When I attempted to question
the o ffi cers actions I was told to
shut up !
If thi s is what you Americans
call freedom. than I prefer to li ve
in C hina'
So phmore/Sound

Looking for two tongues

Televising of
McVeigh execution
reeks of the past

Exposure

Staff Editorial/Minnesota Dally

Tribune Media Services
MI NNEA POLIS - On May 16 the
relati ves of victims and survi vors of the
Ok lahoma Ci ty bombing will witness
the executio n of convicted bomber
Timothy McVeigh.
The magnitude of the b las t was
unprecede nted in terrorist attac ks on our
soil . and the e x plos ion killed 168 peopl e
and inj ured hundreds more . Ten s urvi vors a nd victims ' family members wi ll
wi tness the execution, a nd nearly 200
more wi ll watc h it ove r a c losed-circuit
television broadcast.
M cVeigh's e xecution wi ll bringj usti ce
for these w itnesses. but ma ny A me ricans
- including M c Veigh himself- want the
execution to be televised nationall y.
Although
the
bombing
aiTec ted
Americans across the count ry. the media
should not extend its voyeuristic trend to
thi s important a nd catharti c event.
Attorney Genera l John Ashc roft made
the pro per dec ision to allow the executio n to be televised on a c losed -c ircuit
net work . lie had to respo nd to a log isti ca l prohlc m with the case- the large
numher of direct victims. The Federal
Oure au of Investigation and the Burcnu
of Prisons arc working to c ns ur<' a highly
secure broadcast of the execution to prevent retrieval o f the l(lOtagc thro ug h
hac king.
Fnc ry r tion wi ll thwart 11111ny hac kers.
but a h igh demand for the liHllagc could

Sheila Bocch1no/Chronde

Saturday morning, Belmont Harbor

See McVtlah, page 11
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Hi I went to look up the
Stacey Ann C hin article on your
web s ite ... donde esta' ? I' m surpri sed there was no mention of the
pcrfonnance poetry band "I was
born with Two Tongues" w ho
sha red the evening with he r.
hmmmm .

Julie Caffey
Staff I Hokin Center

Corrections &
Clarifications
Due to a pmting error in the
Apri I 16th issue of the Chronicle.
the incorrect photo ran with Jill
Helmer's story "Columbia plays
inaug ura l game." The Chronicle
reg rets the error.
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still possibly be fulfilled.
Those who s urvived or lost a family member in the bombing need closure, and hopefully they will recieve
it by watching McVe ig h 's execution.
C los ure is just as important to
Americans who watched the aftermath of the blast unfold Jive on televis ion, kept up with reports of survivors and v ictims for weeks after the
bombing, and paid close attention to
McVeigh's federal trial.
However, these people only felt the
effects of the tragedy indirectly and do
not demonstrate the right or the need to
watch footage of Me Veigh 's execution.
Societal closure can be recieved s imply
by know ing the perpetrator of this violent crime paid for it w ith his life.
Televis ing the execution nationally
w ill revert the United States back to
the day of publ ic hangings and will
cheapen the experience fo r the victims. By airi ng the execution, the
med ia wi ll g lo rify the tak ing of
McVe ig h 's life, and cross into
voyeu rism.
Media sensational ism and intrusion
into private matters has recently been
heightened in te levision, and cou ld
reach a pinnacle by making the execution a public spectacle.
Although the event has all the
ingredients of "good " televisio n,
appea ling to base instinct and possibly sadistic desires, will help ratings- not soc iety. A mericans not
di rectly affected by the bombi ng still
need to close this chapter of their
lives, but they can stand to miss the
sight of McVeigh's execution.
As a vital step in the grieving
process, the v ictims and family o f
those directly affected by the bombing should witness McVeigh 's execution. The I 0 media representatives who will have the oppo rtunity
to v iew the exec ution w it hout came ras w ill hand le the newsworth iness
of the event. T he ir wo rds wi II be
su itable to re lay the calculated and
swift j ust ice to those not prese nt.

Amber Holst
Editor-In-Chief
Ryan Adair
Managing,/News Editor
ScottVenci
Sports Editor
Sal J. Barry
Web master
Dave Gibbons
Jim Norman
Assistant Webmasters
Vince Kong
Cassie Welcher
Assistant Editors
Shelia Bocchine
Photograhy Editor

Big brother is watching you
Staff Editorial/
Independent Florida Alligator
Tribune Media Services
(U-WIRE) GAINESVILLE, Fla. - From
the is-this-a-scene-from-an-Orwell-novel file,
a Congressional report released Monday said
64 federal Web sites have used files that allow
them 10 track the browsing and buying habits
of Internet users who have gone to the sites.
Right now, it's unknown how big this has gotten, but to give you an idea, NASA says it
docs not know how many Web s ites it operates, so oOicials don't know how many of
their Web s ites might be gathering the information. However, the report did say a government contractor was given all the infonnation
collected from one particular Web site.
In other words, the federal government now
has ways to actually track what you are doing
on the Internet, breaking a privacy policy that
says they are not allowed to do so.
O f course the act o f invading people's privacy via the Internet is not exactly new.
People have been able to do that fo r years

and have been doing so with some regularity, but the fact the federal government is
doing it is disconcerting to us.
It's one thing for some stranger with a powerful computer and some time on his hands
to know what you are doing on the Internet,
but it's quite another for the fede ral government to be poking its nose in the private
business o f its citi zens.
The privacy issues here are huge. The
Jupiter Media Metrix, which tracks Internet
usage, estimates 3.5 million Internet users
went to NASA's Web site in March, and 2.2
million people visited the U.S. Department
of Education si te.
If the people who went to those sites are
being tracked, the implications here are
quite ominous. It is imperative that the Bush
administration takes steps to combat this
problem. It must fi ll a position created by
the C linton adm inistration that forces federa l agencies to adhere to privacy guide lines.
A government shou ld not be allowed to spy
on its own people.

Cheating is professors' not students' fault
By Cindy Greenberg
Tribune Media Services
For the first I 5 years of my academic
career, I hated cheaters, those good-fornothing idiots. They would do everything
they could for a des irable g rade, save for
actually studying.
I' ve witnessed an increased amount of
cheating and a new and impro ved buffet of
academ ic dishonesty. Now, in addition to
the fraterniti es and sororities hoarding professors' copies of old tests, students can
copy essays off the Internet and hire services to w rite essays for them.
So does it bother me that everyone cheats

and no one learns? Not anymore. A bare
bones understanding of cheating entails the
realization that to cheat means to achieve a
socially acceptable goal through w hat may
be co nsidered generally unaccepted means.
But it seems that the only people who find
cheating to be objectionable are the pro fessors and a few idealistic, righteous students.
A lmost every student has admitted to cheating at least once. The Jist of methods is so
long that most have probably found a match
sometime during their education . In these
techno logy-infused times, the academic
arena is facing a Napsteresque crisis.
Since cheating and other form s of academic "dishonesty" are so widespread, maybe
students' shortcuts shouldn' t be branded

with the epithet cheating. It seems that what
could once be cons idered academic dishonesty is now a rather efficient, socially
accepted use of mental resources. The culture of cheating has exploded, and the only
way to combat the problem is to create a
counter-culture in which the nature of the
work renders cheating impossible.
Professors could better spend their time
publishing essays or brainstorming more
creative ass ignments instead of becoming
experts in the fine art of preventing shortcuts or wrist-slapping those who take them.
If teachers want to cross cheating off their
list of reservations about working in education, they need to create a situation in which
students can't or don' t want to cheat.
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Question: What is the one project you are going to blow off this semester?
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"I have to make a new product for
the year 2020 for my marketing
class, but I might not complete il"
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Freshman/Graphic Design &
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Arpri Robinson
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Open Registration only.)

BECEIVE

Tuesday, May 1- Friday, May 11

f.,PR Z ~ ?.001

New Freshman and Tra·n sfer Studel]lsoLuMBIA
Registration will take place during orientation in JulyffiSub~fE
Refer to the orientation information below for details.
Students who cannot take advantage of orientation/ registration can do so during
late orientation/registration.

Orientation/ Registration for First-time Freshman and
First-time Transfer Students
(Students must schedule their date by mail or by internet after June 1, 2001)

http:/;www.colum.edu/newstudentinfo
Orientation is required for all new students. New students will be registered for their courses as a part of orientation. New students should schedule their orientation/registration date after they receive their orientation packet
(between June 1 and July 24, 2001), which will Include a form and instructions on how to schedule an orientation
date. Once the reply card or Internet form is completed and returned, students will be sent a letter confirming the
date and time of their orientation/ registration.
If you have not received an orientation packet by July 24, 2001 and/ or if you are unable to attend orientation;
freshman should contact the Freshman Center, and transfer students should contact the Academic Advising Office
immediately! Failure to do so may impact your ability to register for classes.

Summer Registration
Information
Summer Registration for Continuing Degree-Seeking Students
will be held from April 23, 2001 thru April 26, 2001

Continuing Degree-Seeking Students:
Date
Monday, April 23
Tuesday, April 24
Wednesday, April 25

Time
10 am- 6 pm
10 am - 6 pm
10 am- 6 pm

Last Name Starting With

A-H
1-P
Q-Z

Open Registration : (continuing Degree-Seeking Students Only)
Thursday, April 26 1 0 am - 6 pm
- All Undergraduate Students can pick up a Summer Schedule of Classes from the
Student Services offices.
- Graduate Students can pick up Summer Schedules in The Graduate Office.
- Students-at-Large register during Open Registration, Thursday, June 7 and
Saturday, June 9. Saturday hours are 10 am - 1 pm .
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Holy Week

'Documentin8
Christina Mann/Chronicle

Every spring, in houses of worship, family homes and e~~:~
deeply rooted in religion: The Holy Week.
For some, it's about expressing their faith. For others, it's
Holy Week, Chronicle photographers fanned out across the
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COLLEGE.HOTLINE

1~.8 .8 .8 ~.4.1.1.~.2.F.LY.......
•
•
•
•

Minn./St. Paul
Myrtle Beach
Kansas City
Buffalo/Niagara

from
from
from
from

$45
$6 9
$.7 0
$7 9

www. flyv anguard.com
Open 24 Ho.urs a Day..

•
•
-•
•
•
•
•

New Orleans
New York
Pittsburgh
Atlanta
Dallas/Ft. -Worth
Los Angeles
Denver

$9 9'
from $99
from $99 ·
from $1 09
from $1 09
from $1 0'9
from $12 9
from

• RESTRICTIONS APPLY. PRICES
$2.75 PER SEGMENT FET. ADVANCE PURCHASE RESTRICTIONS APPLY. FARES ARE NON-REFUNDABLE. BLACKOUT OATES
APPLY. SEATS ARE LIMITED AND MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE ON All FLIGHTS. PRICES
ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AND DO NOT INCLUDE PFC'S OF UP TO $12 ROUND·
TRIP, OR A FUEL SURCHARGE OF $10 EACH WAY, WHERE APPLICABLE. MORE CIRCUITOUS ROUTINGS WILL REQUIRE ADDITIONAL PER SEGMENT CHARGES.
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A
SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING!

STOP BY THE CHRONICLE OFFICE (ROOM 205, WABASH BUILDING) TO PICK UP A COMPLIMENTARY
PASS (GOOD FOR TWO) TO A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING OF "THE MUMMY RETURNS."
Passes are available while supplies last on afirst-come, first-served basis. One pass per person. No purchase necessary. Employees of all promotional partners and their agencies are not eligible.

OPENS NATIONWIDE ON FRIDAY, MAY 4TH!
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Hogan returns to crocodile territory
After a 13-year absence Australian star returns to a role down under
By Jill Helmer
Staff Writer
ime to throw another shrimp on
the bar-bie to celebrate. It's
been I 3 years since we last saw
him, but one of the world's most
beloved and well-known characters is
returning to the big screen.
Paul Hogan stars as Mick Dundee in
the third movie in the Crocodile
Dundee trilogy, Crocodile Dundee in
L.A., which opened in theaters nationwide on Friday.
"I think this one's the funniest," said
Paul I logan, about his newest movie.
" I set out to make it funny, the emphasis being on funny."
!logan isn't quite sure he agrees that
!\lick Dundee is still one of the world's
most popu lar characters, since it's been
so long since the last movie. " I !e may
not he now; we· II sec."
l3ut llogan was will ing to nm the
risk. llc'd rather have too much time
pass between films than make another
movie before he was ready to.
" I move very slowlv. and I wasn't
interested (in ·doing~ third movie) at
the time. six or seven years ago when
the studios were really interested, when
you would nom1ally bring out the third
or founh movie. I had no interest."
So I logan decided to wait to make a
third Crocodile Dundee movie when
nnd if he ever got a good idcn for one.
"I cnn do that because I own the franchise. not a studio." he said.
Ilogan said he finally decided to
bring !\lick "Crocodile" Dundee back
to the screen when got the idea to send
him to L.A. from one of his own life
experiences.
"IJi,·ed in L.A. for n couple of years.
and when I le f\ !here nnd I moved out,
I though! back nbout the: place, and I
1hough1, its such n weird, racy place.
It's where: he'd be 1otnlly out of place:,
so that's why I chose it. lie: looks
' llollywood' in the: posler, but he's a
very un-llollywood sort of guy."
llognn lhinks the type: of movies that
were released around the same time as
the: fi rst movie hnd something to do
with the populnri1y of his chnmcter.
"I think It worked the: firs1 time
because he came: ou1 In nn em of heroes
who killed 87 people in their movie .. .
they u.sed to hnve the: dcn1h loll clic.king
nwny on the screen," he snid. "11hought
i1 would be nice to make him son of n
small time, evcrrdny son of hero who
just son ilf gets anto special situations.
nnd handles them with humor nnd
grncc, mther thnn drh·ing SIJillC<mc's
eyes ou1 with 11 liJrk."
In the llriginnl Cnx:,,dik Dundee,
1\tick \VIIS "n Sintpfe, son of bnckwnrds
l,lU)', C1>nl"r\>11tcd b)' civ lli~ntl i>n ," ns
lloj,tnn put it. lie wns t>nslcnlly just
tryi n\t h>lmnlllc 1hc sl tuntit111 nml j;cl
the lllrl. "The flrst line \VIIS 111\>rc 1>f II
runun•tlc Clllllnly; nnll the scC1>11tl 111\e
wn• nu •rc ndvcnturc cumcdy. l 1hink
(Cn>wdilc llumkc In L.i\ ,) Is lt\llrc of
11 co111cdy, wi th tl\lvcnturc nnd 11 little
hit 1•1" flllllilncc. It's hmd tn do the
nHmmce thlnl(; we've been tl>l)~· thcr
!\In hlllfl. There's still Slllnc t\Ht\1\11~~.
hut it's 11111 ul>nut r-c tt hll;t 1hc t;ld, like
the llrst \>no w11s.'
N1>1 nllll' did llnllllll I!Cl thg lllrl Ill
thu nH•vic', l>ut nlso In renllll\:. t\llcr
the ll•·~t t'rot l•d llc lhnt1lcc 111\>vlc,
I h•l!llll 11\lll"t'icli his CIISIIII' l.lmf11
1\ot lnwskl, who pl nycd hi s lovu Inter·
c~t. nmll ntrr, his wi l'o In tho tt111vlcs.
llngntt snld lhe 1111\\llsphcrc 1111 the
sci wns IJIIho ,JifliJrolllln tho llr~l
movie boforg he lind his wlliJ were
mnrrlc1l, COillf!III'OIIIo tho lntcst movie.
"It IVIIM IIWIC C11ttii\Wtllbfc. There IVM•

T

"I'm country, but I
don't go around with
that hat and a knife.
If you're in the water
and there's a crocodile
coming toward you,
I'm going to yell,
'Swim! Swim!' I'm
not going to dive in
with a knife and save
you, I'm afraid.''
- Paul Hogan
on the differences between
the character Mick and himself

n'1 as much eleclricity around as !here
was in 1he first one," he said. " h's
good because we do like each other,
and thai's imponant in a movie. ll's
1crrible if you've got a movie and your
love imeres1 is someone you can't
stand."
In addi1ion to enjoying worki ng with
his wife, Hogan said he enjoyed working with 1hc director Simon Wincer as
well. " lie's no1 a temperamental primadonna, and I'm not one, so no one
else is allowed 10 be. Anyone like
that, early in lhc film. you just get rid ·
of them," said Hognn wi1h a laugh.
"Then i1 becomes like a happy atmosphere. and everybody gets mvolved
and they all contribute."
I lognn said that one of the craziest
things 1hat hnppc:ned on lhe set of
Crocodile Dundee in L.A. was that
they had to deal with professional distractcrs. "In L.A. it's tough because
what people do !here is. !hey sec
where you're filming, and so they
come along with a portable jackhammer or nn electric guitar, and stnrt up
some noise nearby, and you've got to
give them money to go away. .. you
don't have that problem in
Queensland," he said.
The professional distractcrs were not
the only interesting characters llognn
encountered in L.A. There were severn! others thnt struck I logan as mcmornblc: enough to mnke it into his movie.
In the movie, when Mick nnd his
son nrc walking through Venice, he
runs into n girl on rollcrskntcs, who
immcdintely falls in love with him.
und decides that it's not going to work
out. 1111 in nbout 30 seconds.
"Some people !Ill)' it's n bit chauvinistic to luwc tlmt girl on the skntcs..•
nil she cnrcd nbout wns 'ok, he li ves in
lkvc:rlr I fills mul he's I!"' numey: l
wnnt hun.' I'm s1>rry, but she's tou\lly
based IHI twl) d ill~rc llt girlfricmls of
mine.
The SCCIIc, "WIIS Vet')' l..t\ .," snid
I ll>l(llll, "bcl'llliSc people tl\1\n')' C\'\'1")'
s i ~ mouths in L.;\ , Thc~· ' t\ltllwnys
ll>1>king 1\w nnuthcr lltl l'. ,\ml pe<>pk
wln•'vc l1<:cn thct\l li1r 11 while, cspcdu lly Ir )'I>U'rc 1\ sln~tl c l;tl~', rcn•gnilc
th:tt surt 111' prnlnll>r."
"1\ tnst IJI't hc !ICI'plc (in lhll tmwic)
nrc stcrc\lt)' f~s· Sfil1l t '''tUm. ()nc 111'
thQStcl'ci'IY\'Icu l Chftt'ttC ICI'S l'lt~t'll 0 1\
rcnlpn >t>k h1111 l .. ,\, Is lhu slctlt.y
m~lt l<>l\ pk tmc s tulll~' h~ml Anu\1\
lt1>thttm11, phi)'Cll by Jct\l tlums. "Tin.'
slltll)' 1111)', k t'<' lhtt·ns- hc 's hlll\11)' ,
nml, St>\\\1\1\~' pc11plc In t.. A. tnwc Sillll
to 1\\t', 'Thtll s my ll!l<' lll.' llvttl ('''"""
Ill the C)(lt't\l\11' hit I\ lttwl ntt n t\\1\SSI\i!t'
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If you like plano bars, here are some othe r that you can ¥1slt:

The Redhead

T he Ba ba luci
2152 N. Damen
773.486.5300

Carmine's
1043 N. Rush St.
312.988.7676

Dandy's
3729 N. Halsted
773.525.1200

Bobby Love's Grou nd Zero
3 729 N. Halsted
773.525. 1200

Catch Thirty-Five
35 W. Wacker Dr.
3 12.346.3500

Byzantium
323 S. Halsted
3 12.454. 1227

Piano bar and other places to carry a t une
By Neda Slmeonova
Staff Writer
hicago is fu ll of sports bars, second-rate techno
clubs and various neighborhood watering holes.
If you are looking for something different, a
more intimate and upscale experience, then you might
want to try one of Chicago's many piano bars.
Piano bars are typically located in the bar of a restaurant or hotel but many exist on their own. They feature
a wide range of live music that attracts the crowd around
the piano compelling them to si ng along. Everything
from Elton John to Van Morisson and Frank Sinatra
heats up the party and keeps the atmosphere alive .
Requests are commonly played by the performers.
Initially popular among the gay community and afllu-

C

ent 30- a nd 40-somethings, piano bars are now attracting
younger clientele, depending on the particular bar a nd
its' location. Regardless of the crowd, individual patrons
appear to be looking for a nice place to relax with
friends and enjoy the atmosphere, drinks apd music.
Piano bars offer a wide range of liquors and specialty
martinis, as well as wine and champagne, but the beer
selections are typically small. Food is rarely served in freestand ing piano bars but is more common in those s ituated
within a restaurant or hotel.
Among Chicago piano bars, The Redhead is one of the
most popular. Located on 16 W. Ontario St., The Redhead
has entertained locals and tourists alike for the past six years.
According to Melissa Baker ofMetromix.com, The Redhead
is" ... reminiscent of a s impler but more elegant time, when a
stiff drink and smooth music were like bread and water."
Patrons quickly fill the bar, and by I 0 p.m. it is nearly packed

with an afflue nt, older crowd of people-watchers.
Gentry, w ith two locations at 440 N. State St. and
3320 N . Hal sted St. caters to the gay c rowd.
According to Chris Lathrop of Metromix.com, " Both
clubs have an upscale piano bar vibe, with a fa shionable clientele." The clubs are filled with li ve
music from open to close, mak ing them an exciting
destination whether you plan to stay there all night or
intend only to start there.
Wicker Park's Davenport offers the best opportunity
for a younger, more diverse crowd to experience a
lively piano bar. "Partly because of its location in the
melting pot of revelry known as Wicker Park and
partly because the front-room shenanigans a re v is ible
to passersby, parties of all shape, s izes a nd sexual
preferences are compelled to take part in the fun ," said
Lathrop. Davenport is located at 1383 N. Milwaukee.

A risky sexperience for all at the BurleyQ
Soroh MASTERS
Ronald Bruce M£Yfll
Kotlw!rine lU
Joson POWERS
A't~,:,.
VARIETY ACTS end

CLASSIC BURLESQUE BITSl

Prema Chandrathil
Writer
Sexy acts, sexy girls, and seedy dives is
what " Burly -Q!-T he Burlesque
Sexperience" is about. The show is a recreation of the 1960's when Burlesque shows
were slowly becoming extinct and pure strip
dancing was taking over.
This is a throwback to a time when Chicago
was a hotspot for Burlesque; for many y ears
traveling shows would play at the Vic and
Admiral Theaters. "Burlesque is like a c ircus
on stage, bawdy comedy, and funny mag icians and in the bac kground were the
da ncers," s aid Megan Pedersen .
"Burly-Q," d irected by Michae l Flores and
co-produced by Pedersen, is set in the afternoon at the Kit Kat Club, a somewhat seedy
C hicago nightspot. Throughout the afternoon, various performers stop in to audition
for the upcom ing show. Comedian Jason
Powers plays Harry and is a reg ular act in the
show. Magicians, comedians and country
singers a lso drop by the club. Katherine Lee
plays Kandy Kane, who is a young dancer
trying to break into the business. Her idol is
Stormy, played by Sarah Masters, a veteran
burlesque stripper w ho has become a star in
this risky business.
These two strippe rs represent the past a nd
the future of strip dancing. " Back the n
women were god- like a nd they were sexual;
it wasn't just about getting money from the
me n like today's raunchy, in-your-face dancing," Masters said.

Kandy Kane, d ressed up as a Catholic
schoolgirl, symbolizes the new generation of
dancers. " It represents a different culture. It
took less to excite people back then," said
Ronald B. Meyer, who p lays Jack, the manager of the Kit Kat C lub.
Both women perform strip dances. Stormy
plays up the innocence and playfulness of
stripping while Kandy undresses while gyrating on a chair, exposing the ra unchy side of
stripping. "I take great delight in being on
stage danc ing. It's very sex ual and very
e mpowering to be a woman," Lee said.
This hour and a ha lf show explai ns
Burlesque a nd how it evolved into modern
stripping. And just like in a real Burlesque
show, the variety acts will be c ha nging weekly. Future shows include singers, magicians,
ventriloq uists and comedians.
The show w ill continue to run a t The
Playground T heater until April 28 a t I 0 :30
p.m . Tickets are $1 2 .
Upcoming shows at the Playgrou nd T heater:
Friday, April 27
Mr.Fancy Pants Moctis
St. Jon's Wort
Black Sheep
Fr iday, May II
St. John's Wort
Cinco de Bob Intellectual
Homey Loves Chach
Inside Vladimir

Hogan
Continued from Page 18
while being interviewed- that 's real.
Yeah, he's a stereotype."
Even his own character is based on real
life. Hogan said he got the idea for the
character Mick during hi s first trip to
New York.
" I s uddenly felt like a hillbilly, because it
was so slick and fast and sophisticated.
Everyone else seemed to fit in there, and l
sort of felt like I had a piece of straw in
my mouth. I sort of wrote (the first
movie) backward. I started out in New
York, with sort of being a fi sh out o f water
there, and eventually back (to Australia). I
made him more of a Bushie than I am, to
make him more out of place."
Hogan said that, while the re were some
differences between them, he and his
c haracter Mick are a lot alike. "It certainly was funny how l got a Golden Globe
for best actor, and then the Golde n G lobe
people came back and met me and talked
to me for a while; l could tell by their
faces they we re thinking they should take
it back. 'He's just like that! It wasn't

very good acting,"' he said, interpreting
their thoughts.
"(Mick's) sense of humor is mine, and
outlook on life to a certain extent is mine.
I made him more colorful and more
romantic than I am, and I made him a n
Outback sort of guy," said I logan, noting
some of the differences between himself
and Mick . "I ' m country, but I don't go
around with that hat and a knife. If you' re
in the water and there's a crocodile coming toward you, I'm going to yell, 'Swim!
Swim! ' I' m not going to dive in with a
knife and save you, I' m afraid."
That's more a job for the Crocodi le
Hunter than for I logan. However, Hogan
said that he'd still win in a fight, if for
some odd reason, he and the Croc Hunte r
ever got in a fight, but that's another s tory.
Hogan said he isn' t q uite s ure how he
fee ls about being sometimes called the
unofficial ambassador for Australia. "I
didn't really want that, but l sort of
became the token o f Australia. But that
happens," he said.

Hogan really has become, as he said, a
well-known token of Australia. !lis character Crocodile Dundee has become s uch
a household name that he shows up fre quently in other shows, movies, and even
cartoons.
" ! think it's flatte ring if you're in a cartoon. l was watching te levision a few
years ago, when the fi rst movie came out,
and the k id had the F lintstones on, a nd
Barney Rubble came on w ith the hat and
everything and said, ' I' m Crocod ile
Barney!' And l thought, ' this is really
cool. l made a character a nd he's turned
up in the Flintstones.' And I was in the
claymation - me and Mel Gibson, in the
Cele brity Death Match."
Crocodi le Dundee has also made a guest
appearance on the Simpsons, where his
world famous line, "you call that a knife?
This is a knife," was quoted.
"That line went into the language, you
know? That's what everyone tries to do
whe n they make a movie. That only
works one time in 10,000 movies, when

you get a line that goes into the language,
like 'go ahead, make my day.' There's
only a dozen of them, a nd I got one!"
said Hogan.
Hogan said it's kind of we ird having
made such an impact on the whole world.
'"Particu larly with the first movie, which
was meant to work in Austra lia, and
hopefully a few other places. But to go
to like, Taiwan or Pakistan or somewhere
a nd hear, 'that's not a kni fe, this is a
knife,' it's a weird thing. But it's a lso a
terrific thing, because it's allowed me to
stop working; l can work when I fee l like
it and do the stuff I like."
1-Iappy with his life now, Hogan is g lad
he took the dare from a friend several
years ago to enter the talent contest from
whic h he was discovered. Hogan said he
has no idea where he'd be today if he
hadn't entered the contest. "I had 40 jobs
in the real world before I got into enterta inment," he said, "so I don't know what
I'd have been . Something... but nothing
as good as this."
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The 'reality television' invasion is here to stay
Life is truly stranger than fiction
[h.~J¥~01111
'

/

By JaneHa Rance

Staff Writer
Reality shows are here and as unfortunate as that may be, it looks like they're
here to stay. It's growing increasingly difficult these days to channel surf during the
7 to 9 p.m. time slot on a given day and
not find some sort of reality based series.
European television came up with the
concept of taking ordinary people and
turning them into stars by putting them in
unusual situations. "Big Brother," which
locked a group of people in a small house
with cameras running 24 hours a day, was
created in Holland. The ever so popular
"Who Wants To Be A Millionaire" was
produced by Celador Productions in
England back in 1998.
U.S television stations bought some of
the European formats, (other stations
came up with their own) and thus
spawned the modem day Blob that just
keeps growing and growing and devouring every network in its path.
Currently, almost all of the major networks have some type of reality series.
CBS is home to "Big Brother" and the
well-known "Survivor," where contestants are on a secluded island and must try
to survive.
ABC aired "Making of the Band" late
last March. The series depicted, well you
probably guessed it, the making of a band.
In "The Mole," another European import
which premiered in January, contestants
try to complete tasks while struggling to
figure out who the spy/imposter is.

The WB network enters the realm of reality television with its counterpart to ABC's
boy band docu-drama, "The Making of the Band," with a program detailing the trials
of adolescent girls aspiring to be the next, "Pop Stars."
FOX has aired several reality series;
from a show that placed a group of couples on an island and tempted them with a
group of singles, appropriately named
"Temptation Island," to the latest installment, "Boot Camp." A group of men and
women with no prior military experience
are placed in boot camp to see who will
survive.
Let's not forget "American High," which
also premiered on FOX but after a couple
of episodes and pitifully low ratings fell
by the wayside. "American High" is currently airing on PBS instead.
The WB took a stab at reality TV with
what seems to be a girl version of
"Making of the Band" called "Pop Stars."
When "Pop Stars" premiered, the WB network reported receiving the largest audience they had ever garnered in a Friday

primetime slot.
Even UPN has jumped on the bandwagon, unlea5hing "Chains of Love."
Premiering on Friday, April 17, the first
episode has a stuntman chained to four
women for four days. The women must
complete mental and physical tasks while
competing for his love.
If you think that reality series' are going
to slowly disappear, don't fool yourselves.
They are extremely popular.
"I like "Pop Stars," it's my favorite
because it shows the good and bad sides
of the music business and lets people see
that it's not all glamour and fame" said
Rebecca Frockt, a marketing major here at
Columbia.
CBS is currently taking applications for
"Survivor Ill," which is set to air this fall.
"Survivor I" brought in 6,000 applications
and "Survivor II" drew in 49,000.
Producers expect as many as I 00,000
applications for "Survivor Ill." They also
had an open call for "Big Brother II."
ABC is also casting for "The Mole II."
Applications are available on their Web
s ite.
Rebekah Cowing, administrative director for the Chicago/Midwest chapte r of
the National Academy of Television Art
and Sciences (NATAS). Cowing says that
this "reality show phenomenon," is just a
way in which television is changing and
progressing . "Everything has to change
sometime. The challenge is to come up
with new ideas which is hard to do when
everything has been done," said Cowing.
She added that the reality-based series '
have become the trend in the last few
years regardless of who the initial trendsetter was.
Mi chael Niederman, acting chair of the
Television department at Columbia said

that the growing trend of reality shows for
some networks may be attributed to the
Screen Actors Guild's upcoming strike.
" Reality shows don't need writers or
actors," he said.
Niederman said that the popularity of
reality shows has become part of our culture. People have become interested and
fascinated with this type of programming.
Niederman adds that reality shows have
been around for years in other parts of the
world and that in America they have just
recently moved from a subculture into the
mainstream.
"Survivor" is having such great success
because "it came at the right time and the
right place," said Neiderman. He feels
that no other group will be remembered
like the first Survivor group and that the
people will never be forgotten as the first
crew of that type of show.
The NATAS has even planned to add a
new category to the Emmy's, just for the
reality shows. "Survivor" is rumored to be
the favorite to snag one said a member of
NATAS.
The good news is, there is still some
refuge for those who despise the invasion
of reality shows. You can .log on to Web
sites like www.survivorsucks.com and
www.realworldblows.com and talk about
how much you hate these shows. People
submit everything from drawings and
poems to spoofs and skits mocking the
different shows.
" Reality shows are such a waste of time,
no story line, no plot, just a bunch of stupid people doing stupid things in stupid
places," said Oscar Valdez, a sophomore
journalism major.

Where shows like "Big Brother" (left) litter
the highway of discarded "reality" based
programming, the "Survivor" juggernaut is
thriving. "Survivor II: The Australian
Outback," which airs on Thursday nights,
(right) consistently wins the ratings war in
its time-slot.

Classic cartoons explode on the big screen
By Dave Renderman

Staff Writer
Batman, Superman and the Incredible Hulk, have all
been made into television shows or full-length movies. In
fact, within the next year, theaters will be flooded with
cartoon-adapted films. This influx of cartoons in
Hollywood 1s not a recent trend since cartoons have been
be ing made into movies since the early seventies.
"Superman" is a movie that was made from its popular
cartoon, starring Christopher Reeve as Superman. There
are rumors of bringing the film back to the big screen,
with a new ma le star as Superman. "Batman" was
released as a series in the early mneties, and it starred such
actors as George Clooney, Chris O'Donnell, Michael
Keaton, · Jack Nic hloson, Jim Carrey, Arnold
Swartznegger, Kim Basinger, Val Kilmer and other top
stars in the movie Industry.
A movie just releued to theater• is "Josle and the
Pussyclll." The movie i1 based
the cartoon about three

on

girls who become a big success virtually overnight. The
movie stars "American Pie" hotties, Tara Reid, as the
drummer and Rachel Leigh Cook as Josie, the lead role.
Another summer blockbuster in the works for a release
is "Tomb Raider." The movie is based off of a video game
for Play Station. The movie will star Angelina Jolie,
Daniel Craig, Leslie Phillips, Noah Taylor, and Jolie's
father, Jon Voight.
A few other movies will be released over the following
year. Headlining the bunch is " Harry Potter," which will
star Daniel Radcliff, an otherwise unknown actor, as
HarJ}'. The "Batman" series will also be adding a new
mov1e to the series. The movie will be called "Batman
Beyond," and will be released in 2002. The plot of the latest "Batman" follows an elderly Bruce Wayne as he trains
a new Batmen to take his place. There are speculations of
a prequel to the Batman saga as well. This rendition will
be called "Batman Year One," loosely based on Frank
Miller's comic book series, that chronicles Bruce Wayne's
flrat year as a twenty-year-o ld Batmen.
For all you bi& Scooby Doo fans, the cartoon Is now

going to be a feature length movie. Even though a release
date has not been set, the cast has been finalized. The
movie wi ll star Freddie Prince Jr. as Fred, Linda
Cardellini as Velma, Matthew Lillard as Shaggy, and Sara
Michelle Gellar as Daphine.
The marvel comic h1t known as Spiderman is also coming to the big screen. Spidey will be flying into theaters
May 3, 2002. The movie will star Tobr, Maguire as Peter
Parker I Spiderman. Kirsten Dunst Will play Mary Jane
and William Dafoe will be the villain, The Green Goblin.
Also to be released in Christmas 2002, is the sequel to
"X-Men." The movie marks the return of Halle Berry as
Storm, Rebecca Romijin-Stamos as Mystique and
Patrick Stewart as Professor X. T he movie also stars
Hugh Jackson as Wolverine, James Mardsen as
Cyclops, Sir Jan McKellan as Magneto and Anna Paqun
as Rogue.
As you can see, excitina movies transformed from
successful cartoon shows, will be comlna Into theaters
soon. It just aoes to show you, a aood cartoon can be
just as aood on the bla screen.
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Dave Matthews Band
•
does it aga1.n
By cassle Welcher
Assistant A&E Editor
After a decade of music and so ld out
shows, The Dave Matthews band does it
again with their new a lbum, Everyday.
The new album combines a pop feel with
the same good vio lin and guitar ri ffs.
With songs like, " I Did It" and " When the
World Ends," Dave has made his way back
into the heans of people everywhere. Some
say that this album, co-produced and cowritten by Dave Matthews and Glen
Ballard, is too d ifferent from a ll of the previous albums for it to be the same. Instead
of the nonnal jam sessions, there is a more
quiet and relaxing sound that makes it a
refreshing addition to any Dave Matthews
Band collection.
Ballard, who co-produced and co-wrote
the multi- platinum Alanis Morri sette
album, Jagged Little Pill, was brought
into the picture when their album fell flat.
The band had previously recorded an
album to be released when Everyday was,
but were not happy with it when it was
done.
After a decision not to re lease the album,
Dave Matthews flew out to California to

see Glen Ballard while the band stayed
home and waited for the results. Although
the band was not there to help with the
album, they are pleased w ith the results.
There are even new voices heard, other
than the string vocals of Dave Matthews.
Viol inist Boyd Tinsley lends his vocals in
"I Did It" wh ich gives a great variety in the

song itself and also Grammy award winner
Carlos Santana lends a hand in the song
" Mother Father".
After problems with drugs and alcohol,
Dave has finally realized the most important thing in his li fe- his music.
The result? An album with a sound exactly like all of the others, but with a "re-binh"

feel of the band itself, having more popvocals and instruments invad ing each
song.
The first song, " I Did It," about Dave
picking up the electric guitar for the first
time, has a harsh yet good, electric guitar
riff instead of their normal acoustic
cadence. The ly rics are as follows: I did
it/Do you think I've gone too far/ I did it
g uilty as charged, says their regret fu llness
of now being the same as every other rock
band.
I recently attended one of the Dave
Matthews concens at All-State Arena, and
I have to say that it was the best concen
ever. The Dave Matthews Band wou ld
end their song, or at least you thought, and
then come back with a ten-minute jam session that was improvisationa l every time
they did it.
And the stadium was packed. They were
sold out after the first day that tickets went
on sale. Ladies, just make sure that you do
not wear your nice clothes. I have two burn
holes in my jacket and one in my purse.
The most imponant pan is that, although
Glen Ballard made a huge contribution in
creating the album , The Dave Matthews
Band polishes it up and makes it shine.

'Tomcats': A funny movie about sex!
By Dave Renderman
Staff Writer
Once again a movie that has a theme of money and sex
has hit the theaters. 'Tomcats' stars 'American Pie' starlet
Shannon Elizabeth, James O'Connell and Jake Busey.
O'Connell plays a struggl ing canoonist who makes a bet
with his friends - whoever was the last guy to be single
would win the money in the pot. Things get complicated as
O'Conne ll loses over $50,000 dollars gambling. He must
pay the owner of the casino, in one month, or he is a dead
man.
Jake Busey, who plays O'Conncl's best friend, is o ne of
the last two single men in the group. James, after losing all
that money becomes very desperate. He goes out, and
attempts to find a hooker who could seduce Busey into marriage.
He goes stroll ing for hookers, and gets busted by a lady
cop, dressed as one, Shannon Elizabeth. Elizabeth arrests
O'Connell, but he is able to talk Shannon into helping him
seduce his friend into marrying her. She agrees because
Busey talked her into sleeping with him at their friends wedding 4 years earlier. Shannon was a bridesmaid for that
wedding, and never heard from Busey since that night.
She decides to get revenge on Busey for what he d id to her
all those years ago. Along the way, Shannon and James
tried to pull some outrageous things to get Gary. While all
of this is going on, James stans to have feelings for
Shannon, but decides not to act on them. Shannon seems to

have feelings for him aS well, but she hides her feelings too.
Things get complicated when Gary stans acting all nice
and caring around Shannon. He feels that they are soul
mates, and he begins to fall in love w ith her. James stan to
feel worried when Shannon tells him that she is beginning
to fall fo r Gary as well. James feels angry and depressed,
and stans having sex with any girl he meets. He even gets
involved with a cute little librarian girl, who turns about to
be a sex freak, and they have a very interesting little scene
together. He stans to fee l stro ng ly about Shannon, and the
race is on to try and stop the wedding between her and
Busey.
It is less than 12 hours before he owes the money for his
gambling debts, but decides that be ing with Shannon is
more imponant. The day after Gary's bachelor pany,
O'Connell finds that Gary has left for the wedding and he
rushes to try and stop it. When he arrives, he sees that the
wedding has come and gone, and walks away and never
looks back. He receives the money for the debt, and ts ab le
to pay it off in time.
A couple of months later, he sees Busey kiss ing another
girl, and gets into a fight with him. Gary te lls him that the
marriage never happened, and James rushes to find
Shannon. He eventually finds her, proposes to her, and they
eventually get married.
This movie has a nice mix of comedy, sex, and love. The
movie is good and is geared toward the young audience. It
is definitely wonh seeing.

Jerry O'Connell stars as Michael in the sex comedy 'Tomcats'
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'AN ABSOLUTELY ECSTATIC EXPERIENCE!''
-USA Today

GRAMMY NOMINATED DEBUT ALBUM, AUDIO,
AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE!

Student Rush Tickets!
PURCHASE TICKETS ON THE DAY OF THE
PERFORMANCE FOR $25.
Must present valid atudont 10 at the box o ffice. Two tickets
may be purchased per 10. Subject to availability. Box o ffice i s

open Mon-S at, 9am-10pm and Sun, 12-7pm.

TU ES -THUR @8, FRI @ 7+10, SAT @ 4,7+1 0, SUN @ 3+6

BOX OFFICE 773.348.4000
t1cketn~aster 312.902.1500
GROUP SALES 773.348.3300
tlc-Jretm.at«.cont t!::;p:~~~n~~!.~A:~~~~!;{:: Dominick's.
BRIAR STREET THEATRE 11.800.BLUEMAN
3 133 NORTH HALSTED CHICAGO

blueman.com
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COME FACE TO FACE WITH A MIRACLE
"'"., '""""' ~._ Pr<"UbloOCU'-'1 flnl Fb<"~•ll•-• b ord
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invite you and a guest to a special advance screening of

Tuesday, May I, 200 I
7:30PM
Loews Cineplex McClurg Court Theatre
330 East Ohio • Chicago

TO PICK UP YOUR COMPLIMENTARY PASS FOR TWO, STOP BY
THE COLUMBIA CHRONICLE OFFICE
623 South Wabash, Suite 205 • Chicago
Passes are available on a first come, first served basis while supplies last. No phone ca lls, please. No purchase necessary.

"A QUESTION OF FAITH" OPENS FRIDAY, MAY 4th UU

Columbia Chronicle
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Furniture
Europe $199 one way.
Mexico/Caribbean or Central Amenca
$250 round tnp plus tax. Other world
dest1nat1ons cheap. If you can beat
these prices start your own damn airline! Book tickets online
www.a1rtech.com or toll free 1-877AIRTECH

ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
16
19

Insect snares
Pesl<y onsec1
Cuslomary

Scads

BlaO< sOOep
8o<t( lrunk
Black1hom berry
Worl< lor
Namesakes ot a

Russtan saint
20 J IPtfapa product
22 Ch•d< calls

36
37

36
39

manner
Osaka folk
Smells
Conhscales
Has perrmsSIOil
Songer Oomrno
Weekend
cowboys
Jad< or aoe
Grow more
mellow
Sword choice

1mpurit1es
DOWN
1 lnSieCt with a
sbnger
2 Jazzy Fitzgerald

~~=~

5 Oily
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Textbooks
Want to sell your Term paper?
We g1ve you $10 for each and every
Term paper or essay that you upload
onto our s1te
www.SeiiYourTermpapers.com

17 People needed to Lose
We1ght' Teresa lost 23 pounds in 30
days! 100% Natural, Call1 -800-2968190

40
4 l Bocchenru or

Cherubim
42 Guided around
lratfiCJams
44 Aclress Matlin
45 ChillS
46 Houseccal
47 Reeked
50 Awoke late
55 Three-wheeler
56 Taxis
57 Fenoefs loll
56 Soft down
59 "Rei/Oiutions ol
!he Viaduels"
parnler
60 Male parenl
61 Frogs' krn
62 Marl<et
63 Sul1aoe layer ol

Established. very profitable art gallery
for sale. Turnkey operat1on. plus owner
IS ava1lable to tram/consult. Gallery speCializes 1n an area With lots of opportumty to increase sales. clientele and artist
portfolio. Call Cra1g @ CFS 630-836·
8448

EARN UP TO $10/HR
Work on campus FfT or PfT for as little
as 5-10 hrs/wll or as many as 40
hrs/Wk. Be your own boss. Create your
own schedule. Limited Positions. Call
Rebecca 708-385-3002

23 No! so much
24 D1sf1QUre

26 In a raiJOnal
29
33
34
35

Art Gallery For Sale

6 Webs1er and
Wyle
7 Mysllque
8 Omarlhe _
9 Cas11es in the air
10 Sacred
11 Exhort
12 Pronto teners
13 Profirs oppoSite
21 Tills and G•bson
25 Mrmics
26 Up to now
27 Old saw
28 Stenographer
29 Dulled by
ovenndulgence
30 Compuler
messages
31 Mrl. rank
32 Gorrne or song
34 One-size-fits-an
footwear
37 See reguta~y
36 Lad<ing a remedy
40 Dupes
41 Practical dasses
43 Sounded like a

Solutions
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3 ~ I S
3 3 1 ~
~ 3
3 3 d 3
s 9 v :> 3 ~
1 d 3 1 s ~ 3 A 0
~ N
3 9 0 ~
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0 3 1 n 0
I 0 1 n 1
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A V ~
s 3 ~ v 1
s ~
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A 1 3
v ~ s s 3 1
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1
~
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1

v n s n

1

v

pig
44 Tasty tidbit
46 Oely authonly
47 Ed~ofs marginal

note
48 M1ddle SleCtion ol
a scherzo
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s
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0 1

0
I
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1
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3 0 v

1 v ~
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Jobs
HELP WANTED
Help wanted to work outdoor concession stands at Navy P1er. Days,
evenings or weekends. Full and part
t1me posit1ons available. For more Information call: Nikki 312-296-5097 or
Email Trolley001@aol.com
HELP WANTED

CAMERAMEN
JOURNALISTS EDITORS POLISH·
SPEAKING FOR TV PRODUCTION
PART TIME CALL: 312-906-8888 775
WEST JACKSON BLVD.
CHICAGO, IL 60661

General
FRATERNITIES/SORORITIES/CLUBS
Student Groups earn $1,000-$2.000 this
semester with the easy
Campusfundra1ser.com three hour
fundra1sing event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so
call today' Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923·
3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.

Dressage Riders Needed
for classical equestrian theater in
Downtown Chicago. Specializing in
Addalusian High School worl<. Five per·
formances a week. Riding Master Baron
Julius Von Uhl. The Noble Horse
312-266-7878

49 Aadames'
beloved
51 Small, secluded
valley
52 Monumental
53 uma's country
54 Swarm

Classified Advertising Rates:
Only 25 cents per word.
All major credit cards accepted.
Pre-payment required.
Deadline: Friday 5:00 p.m. C.S.T
To place your order, visit the world
wide web at:
http://www.universaladvertising.com
BUYER BEWARE: Neither Universal
Advertising nor Columbia Chronicleassume
responsibility for damages resulting from
any advertisements.

CALL 312·344·7432 with Questions

WEEARNWANT
YOU!
CREDITS THIS SUMMER
AND WE'LL PAY FOR THE CALL.

:
=;
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Buy One And Get Another
Of The Same Product 50°/o Offl
On a wide selection of superior quality GNC vitamin
and mineral supplements; and sports nutritio n,
herbal and personal-care products.
112 block south of Harrison

730 S. Dearborn
(312) 66~9S91

10"/o offw/ student ID

I GNC LiveWeU: I
Coraer of Dearbono ud Polk

Mon.-Fri. lo-6 I Sat. 10-S I Sun.- Closed

_

DIAL

~1-800-942-7404

T_

o

ANDREGISTER FOR ClASSES
AT TRITON COLlfGE.

A' ·n·or. vou'l
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Don't wcil! This free call o/fer is 101 a imifed tine only- April23 to May 4.
Get a jump on the laB semester or stay on sche~le
o1 Triton College lhis summer.
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with Metra's $5 weekend pass
TURN AFUN WEEKEND INTO GREAT
savinS!s with a FREE INcard!

Metra's $5 Pass

UNLIMITED RIDES
all weekend IonS!!

Take advantage of Metra's Weekend Pass
right now. For only $5, you get unlimited
rides on Metra trains all weekend long.
Then, your used pass is good for a free six
month INcard membership, a virtual meal
ticket for young adulls In the Chlcagoland
area! The INcard offers savings at Chicago's
holiest clubs, retailers, services and
restaurants, turning your Metra pass Into a
meal ticket with no hassle. In addition, If
you join the INcard Club now, you will have

a chance to win dinner for two at Flat Top
Grill or Ranalli's, tickets for two to Blue Man
Group, and other great prizes! To take
advantage of a free INcard membership,
send a self addressed, stamped envelope
and the used Metra Weekend Pass to INcard
at P.O. Box 211 , Glencoe, IL 60022 or call
847-673-3703 or vlsll the web slle at
INcard.com. For Metra schedule lnformallon call 836-7000, city or suburbs, or v isit
metrarall.com.

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE

Short
Es~ays, Poetry, Prose
.
'
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pass your first test:

I

*I

~

~"l Get up to

London ......... $37 2
Paris .. ....... $448
Rome ............. $398
Frankfurt.. .... $438
Brussels.. .. __ .. $399

$23,000*

~~ in College Education Assistance

PACKAGE HANDLERS

Rio de Janeiro...$794

Steady, Part-Time Jobs • $8.50-$9.50/hou' • Wee.kends & Holidays Off AND Great Benefits'

HODGKINS*

ADDISON *

(1-55 & 1-294 • South Suburbs)

(Army Tra1l & L01r.bard Rds )
Ph: 630-628-3737
To Ad.:hson tdke i)ace bus #536 or #393

Ph: 1-888-4UPS-JOB • Access Code: 4417
To Hoagk1ns take one of the follow1ng buses:
1169 J390 J391 J392 J395 #397 J890 J833

NORTHBROOK

PALATINE*

(Shermer & Willow Rds.l
Ph: 847-480-6788
Up to $10,000 Education Assistance
To Northbrook take pace bus #212

tH1cks & Rand Rds.)
Ph: 847-705-6025
To Pala'me from Elgm take pace bus #556

For more information, please call our facilities direct or our 24-hr. jobline at:

don't pass it up __ _
pass it on!
• UPS Earn & Learn Program Guidelines Apply

Underground Cafe
Lower level of the 600 S. Michigan building

Monday- Thursday Bam to 6:30pm,
Friday Bam to 3pm
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Sports

Shooting for three: IHL Preview
By Sal J. Barry
Webmaster

RoosF. ~

Wolves goaltender Wendell Young makes 1 11ve in 1 regulll' HUon g1mt
ag~inst the Milwau!IH Admirals. The Wolves lrt f~eing MllwaukH in the
first round of the playoffs.

Hockey's "other" holy grai l- the
International League's Turner Cup--is up for
grabs once more, as the playoffs are now
underway. Last season, the Chicago Wolves
won the Turne r Cup, beating the Grand
Rapids Griffins in six games. But can they
win it again?
The Wolves were off to a rocky start at the
beginning of this season, posting a I5-2 I -3
record-the second worst overall record at
that ti me. But after the All-Star game, where
the Wolves beat the IHL All-Stars 4-0, things
turned around for them. Since the break, the
Wolves posted a 28-1 I-4 record, which was
the best of all the IHL teams during the second half of the season.
Although the Wolves finished fifth overall,
they were first in the Western Conference and
will have home-ice advantage against their
opponents in the first round. The Eastern
Conference looks like it will be dominated by
the Grand Rapids Griffins, who were the best
team in the IHL this year. The Turner Cup
finals could very well end up being a rematch
of last year-another Chicago-Grand Rapids
series. Should these teams meet in the finals
this year, the Wolves will be hard pressed; the
Griffins did well against the Wolves this season, winning six times and losing twice.

R- F. lloiii'*"CIIIcago-

Wolves captain Steve Maltais in action vs.
Grand Rapids during last years finals.

Also, the Wolves will not have home-ice
advantage should they make it to the finals.
Here are my predictions for the first round
of the IHL playoffs. All series are best of
seven, and the first team listed in each pairing
has home-ice advantage.

Chicago Wolves begin quest to win third Turner Cup
The Match-Ups

Orlando Solar Bean (47-28-7) vs.
Cincinnati Cyclones (44-29-9)

Eastern Conference Semi-Finals
Grand Rapids GrifrlllS (SJ-22-7) vs.
Cln·eland Lumberjacks (43-32-7)

Season Series:
Grand Rapids, 63-0.

The Griffins are
b'o far the best

team on the !Il L.
fonoshong "'llh I I3
poonts. and scor·
ong the most goals
dun ng the regular
season GnffiM'
for\Ooa rd Derek
Kong led the
league "'ith 83
poonts. and goalie
"''ike Fountaon had
the most won• woth
) 4 p)...,, ~ ounuon' ! goal•-allo"'cd-average ((iAA ) w;u thord be•t on the 11 11. at
2 fJI!
Whole the Lumber)3Cks' record w;un' t
D good. they still may have a chance
The: ·Jacks were JCCOOd overall on team
scor o~ forwards Bnan Bonon and Kao
, unn~Ct~ both finished wothon the top ten
on KO<ong. whole 1eammate Christian
\-laue lead the league in gOills with 38
Tlus !ICII« could )IV cother way, but
C>riltld IUpKI• " the bener team. both
<>ffc:movely and dcfc:ns ovely fhc:
Lurnbcr)"'-ks woll put up a fljl}ll. thou!lh
l'rcd " toon Grand kapod on "x

Season Series:
Orlando 6-4-0
Solar Bears'
goalie Norm
Maracle was
tops in the
league with a
2.02 GA.A. and
8 shutouts . lie
was second
overall with 33
wins. While
they did not finosh with any
scorers in the
top 20. their goaltending and defense
mil led them 10 a second place o'e rnll
fonosh Orlando allowed the least
amount of goa l ~ in the regular seil30n.
and had bo th the be< I power play and
penalt ) kollong records
l'hc <' )c lone~ were the thord -high e<t •co rong team in the Jill.
Cyclo ne< center Greg Koehler wa •
the coghth overall · lending <corer on
the IIIL. whole Byron Rotch ie,
Gi lbert Dionne. and Brian Fd~ner
placed among the top 20 If these
guys can figure out how to bent
Orlando goaloe Maracle. then it could
s pe ll upset
Every year's playoff• need 1111
underdog to won. fi nd th i• looks like
the teries fnr 11 to h~ppcn
tin"nllali .. corn loll orr a thre e·
game winnong • trcak. and Juu en0u111l
firepower to belli Orlando.
•
l'redictlon· C'incinllllti In <lx

Who was Joe Turner?
A yuunj( ICt>Allendcr lmm ( lntArlu.
( 9toada. Jnc I urnct •howcd ~ lot t• f
prurn roc tu be~umc an NIII . •tM
I wm the nnd 111111. to the early
I 1/l\(),, I tttnc t pl•yed very well 111
)Unlor lw~kcy. lciuhng tho nnwddutll.l I lnlarlu llu\.kcy 1\..t,.,IAtltm
In J(OA)• allltwtd•AVCtM!IC ((11\1\f in
11114, I'll" •rnl 11141)
In J'/112 I UtiiCt WA• p!!IIIIUICI) Ill
the lnd lanarnli• <"•lliiAI• uf !he
1\rnerl""" h>~key I U(lUC th
f•rrn le&tn !If !he JJ lrHII Hetl Win!l•
I umer hsd • rern11rkoble ~••nn.

Western Conference Semi-Finals
Chiago Wolves (43-32-7) vs. Milwaukee
Admirals (42-33-7)
Season Series:
Chicago 4-2-2
Chicago is the
most improved
team since the
All-Star break.
and center Steve
Larouche tied for
first overall in the
II IL scoring race
"ith 83 points.
Wingers Rob
Brown and Niklas
Anderson both
finis hed in the top
ten with 77 Md 72 poonts respectively.
while team captain Steve Mnltn~who
spent half of the season with the NHL's
Ct>lwnbus Blue Jackets-scored n S1
points in hos 50 gwnc:s li>r the Wolves.
(ioaltcndcr Riclwd Sculmistm posted the:
<e~ond-best GAl\ in the lcili!UC at 2.07. tl1ld
for the third time this sc:ILSOn was oomed
II fl. Gooltender of the Week.
While Milwnukec lucks the explosive
scunng f'O"tr of the Wolves, they did
bo.L't the thord best goa ltendingtnndcm in
the lenl!toc: ( iunlic< ('hris MilSon and Jnn
I '"-'"~ could Kive the Wolves some
hc11tlacloc• llowcvcr, it is more likely thnt
Wolve<' li.>rw~trd• lln>wn, Mnhnis.
I arouche, .oml 1\nderwn cause hd oduchcs
ll>r the Admornl<
If Scuhnistrn Silly< on top t>f hb l:lllll1C,
tho< <erie< will be n cinch lor the Wulvcs.
i'rcdlctiun Wt>lvc ~ in nvc

wno11ing 14 I!Rmc•. nnd lcndln t~ h);
tctun to the (nldct ( 'up duunfti ·
un•hlp• 1' hnl ycnr. l'urncr 11 <t>
r)lnycd In the Alii All·SIIII
II•
well ~· tho loa11uc ·, hc-•1 t~tlllltandcr
I hnt •ca•t"' t•l•n mnrkc•l the
nnt Rllll IIIII)' NJII 11111110 fl•r
l'utll t 1\tthattlmo. lch ll~< tlllly hnd
t>nc ll11911cndcr 1111 their t•~<t or
Dctwlt Hod Wln11• lll>hllo Johnny
Mhwon WR! h\)uo ctl. And }tJQ 1\omer
II"' hl8 •hot In tho Nl II 1\ mar tlltl
well. eotttiiiJ! a I I tic •t~nln ~t the
'"''"''" M•r'• 1 ur, .
rurncr lhert •)lent the no•t th!1lo
yenro In the •orvlce
the tlnltetl
~'"'" M11rlne• ( 'otfl!i. /\I the 81ht1 of

II""'"·

ur

Houston Aeros (42-32-8) vs. Manitoba
Moose (39-31-1 2)
Season Series:
Houston 7-3-2
Of the eight
teams seeing postseason play,
Houston has
scored the secondleast amount of
goals this season.
Their goaltc:nding
?
was nothing to
write home about.
but not horrible
either. The team's
leading scorer•
center Bren
I Iarkins- led the
IH L in assists, Wld was the third highest
scorer in the "I" with 80 points.
The Manitoba Moose scored less than
llouston did during the season.
Worse yet. they' ve lost their top twt>
goalies: stnrter Johan lledbc:rg was
recalled by the: Pittsburgh Penguins,
while bac:kup Ken ~ggct was rec:alled
by the Detroit Red Wings. lledbaJ Mel
n record of :23- 13-7 in th~ regular season
tl1ld n bc:ttcr-than-avt-ragc GAA of2.S6,
while Wregget has Ovt'r 18 years of
c. pericnc
most of it in the NHL.
nless the Moose can ~~ a better goalie
loaned to them than current nctmi~r
Jc n·Snllljmko. the) don't h1m: a P"-vt'r.
f!.'tpeC:t 10 SC.: the t!MlCS end in VICry
~ l ose scores. 8t1th teams are had 111
sc•• ri~. but it is Mnnitoha 's goahrndina
\VOC:S thnt will do them in.
Prcdictlt, n: I h>ustun in lour.

Cnnnd~ ·• htn>lvomcnt In the w11r,
trt>~.•ps were '"'' sent ~IVCI1ca.•. hut

ln<ltntl were ~cpt "111 home" tt>r
tlclon•c
their l' l.llllllf)' 1\omcr
I.>JliCtl I\> ll~thi..VCI"<Cl\.0, nn1l nlth1.>11t1h
(' nnn1llnn. <CtYCII In the ll.S
1\ l ntln~~ li•r three ) cnl"< Sntll . he
""' "llnl In b ·tl1.>n In llt>llnntl In

,,r

JUol~

l'h111 cnr. the lttl<otn&\111!11111
I ltlll~ C I Ctli!UC \~M 1\.>tt"ll\ld
hi
niCIIII•tY
J1>C 1\otncr, the lf\ll\1\y
nwM1Icll ''' the 1111 l'hnmph•n~hlr
ttnn• the 1\ nncr l'1111 "~~~ nllnl\'d
In hi• htlll1.>r

ur
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Hanging with ...Ms. Isaacson
By Scott Vencl
Sports Editor
Melissa Isaacson has been a journalist
for over I 5 years. Since graduating from
the University of Iowa in 1983, Isaacson
has had the opportunity to interview a
host of different athletes in the sporting
world.
Q: Have you ever felt discriminated
against in the sports journalism field
because of your gender?

A: There have been times over the
course of my career that I have felt I
may have been stopped short of my
aspirations because I am a woman everything from particular story assignments to not getting a full-time columnist position. But I have probably been
given just as many opportunities, and
maybe even reached those
points to begin with, because of my gender. All in all, I would say the good and
bad has cancelled each other out and
that all in all, I am very fortunate to be
in the position I'm in now.

Q: Has tbe recent boom in women's
sports (tennis, soccer) made it more
socially acceptable for girls to participate in sports?
A: That may be the case, but I honestly

can't remember in my lifetime (and I'll
soon be 40) where I felt it wasn't socially acceptable to participate in sports.
Thanks to Title IX, I think that hasn't
been a problem since the early 70s. The
only regret I have as I look at all the
opportunities my daughter has, is that I
wasn't able to participate in organized
sports (girls softball) until I was 12 or
13. It wasn't that it wasn't acceptable
before then, it simply did not exist in an
organized setting.

Q: Who has been your favorite interview since becoming a writer? The
worst?
A: I wish I had a good answer to this
since I have been asked many times. I
always include Michael Jordan, at least
during the mid stages of his NBA career
because I believe very, very few athletes
at or near his stature were ever that
accessible, friendly and seemingly open
with the media, regardless of the size of
your paper, etc. That changed in later
years as he became less accessible, less
free with his answers and less articulate.
I think he simply burned out.
I always enjoyed Florida State football
coach Bobby Bowden because he
seemed to genuinely enjoy his give-andtake with the media and also clearly figured out what benefit this would be to
him as a coach. To me, he is a sincerely

nice man, generous with his time, entertaining as a quote - always the most
important thing- and eminently accessible. I believe his home phone number
in Tallahassee is still listed.
The worst interview that springs to
mind was the one and only time I tried
to talk to Dick Butkus by phone when I
worked for the Orlando Sentinel and I
was assigned to do a story on an
anniversary of the, I believe nowdefunct, Butkus Award (given to the
nation's best college linebacker).
Hopefully, this was a bad day for him .
I know it was for me. After agreeing to
do the interview, he was, alternately
rude, abrasive, abusive and non-responsive altogether before we mercifully
ended the conversation probably about
six minutes in!!
Since I was relatively young and
impressionable {probably 24 or 25) and
since L always loved Butkus as a player,
this truly burst my bubble. Even tho ugh
I knew of his obviously gruff reputation,
I somehow expected him to be nicer to
me, particularly since we were doing the
ultimate puff piece. However, it also
taught me a valuable lesson about elevating sports heroes or any
celebrities to a status above any normal
human being. I haven't made that mistake since'

are that it can't go another I 00 years,
but I would say the chances of this happening in the next five to I 0 years seems
slim indeed. Of course, as long as the
Yankees keep plugging along as they are
currently, I would say this for a lot of
teams.

Q: Will Michael J ordan indeed come
back to play in the NBA?
A: I would never be foolish enough to
discount this possibility, especially since
he refuses to di scount it entirely himsel f.
I think unti l he literally can't manage it
physically, there will always be an outside chance because of his competitiveness and love of drama.

Q: Will the Cubs ever win a World
Series, or are C hicago fans doomed
for the next hundred years?
A: I would have to be Merlin the
Magnificent to predict this one. Odds

Photo courtesy of the Chicago Tribune

Ball Hawk
Continued from Back Page
spiral to the street below. Before anybody
can get to it, the ball hits the street and
takes a big bounce over a nearby fence.
While the Ball Hawkers try and pry the
ball from under the fence, Daverson has
gotten out of his van and has run right to
the fences door, where he opens it up and
runs to where the ball has rested. He uses
his glove to snatch it from the other harias
that are trying to get it, and walks proudly back to his van.
"I wasn't even paying attention," said
Daverson. "He (Vander Wal) was a lefty,
so I wasn 't even standing out here. I
knew that if it didn 't go over the fence
that I wasn't going to have any chance at
it because there were already a whole
bunch of people. The only chance I had
was for the ball to go over the fence. I just
lucked out."
For Daverson, the Vander Wal ball
marks his !55th game ball. In his I 0
years of doing the Ball Hawk thing,
Daverson has accumulated over 3,000
total balls, many coming from the batting
practice conducted by the players an hour
before the game.
What can someone possibly do with so
many baseballs?
" I use the batting practice balls for a
number of things," said Daverson. Right
after Vander Wal hit his home run,
Daverson used one of those 3,000 balls to
satisfy the Wrigley Field faithful. It is a
custom when sitting in the bleachers to
throw a ball back on to the fie ld after an
opposing player hits a home run. It's an
unwritten rule, and Ball Hawks are
expected to follow it. Daverson does a
trick that he and others have perfected
over the years. As the fans inside Wrigley
are demanding that he throw the ball
back, Daverson pockets the real one and

grabs one of those practice balls. He does
his best impression of Kerry Wood and
heaves the ball back over the fence and
onto the outfield grass. The fans cheer,
and Daverson gets to keep the ball and
his dignity intact.
Daverson is different then some other
Ball Hawkers. He's not interested in selling any of the balls that he catches; unless
of course he had caught Sosa's historic
62nd.
"I would have sold that to the highest
bidder," he says. "But I have all of the
game balls that I've caught. I keep them
and get them signed by the player who hit
them."
While Daverson has never sold a ball,
he has given one away. He caught Doug
Glanville 's first home run back in the
centerfielder's rookie season, and he
gave it to Glanville without getting any- ' - ' - - - - --"""----""----""-"
thing in return, a rarity in today's memoChristina Mann/Chronicle
rabilia craze.
A Ball Hawker peers into Wrigley Field, waiting for his chance to snag a home run.
" I told him that I wanted to take batting
practice with him one of these days," said
Daverson.
His collection also includes a dozenhome run balls off the bat ofSosa, including number 12 from his historic 1998
campaign. He missed out on getting a
shot at Sosa's 62nd of that season
though.
"I actually left early that day," said
Daverson. "He hit his 61 st earlier in the
game, and he wasn't supposed to bat
again. The Cubs had a three-run lead
going into the ninth, and of course the
Cubs blew the lead. Sosa got up again in
like the bottom of the ninth and by that
time I was already play ing baseball."
In the end Daverson was probably
lucky that he wasn't out there. His friend
Mo caught the ball , but it was gone

before he could blink his eyes.
"Mo had the ball five seconds and then
got it stolen from him," said Daverson.
"He was never able to get it back. It was
really dangerous out there. All the gangbangers were hanging around with their
knives and switchblades just waiting for
Sosa to hit one."
Happier times always seem to prevai I
with Ball Hawkers though. The chase to
catch a ball is what gets them going, and
Daverson has been on a roll recently. The
day before the Vander Wal homer, he
caught a home run off the bat of Cub
shortstop Ricky Gutierrez.
"They seem to come in bunches,"
Daverson said. " I can go months without
catching a game ball, and then all of a
sudden I' ll get five or six in a row."

Mon.
oo many guys in the league are selfish.
ther than caring about wins they only
care about their statistics. I just don't
understand that way of thinking."

Tues.

Wed.

For Daverson, being a Ball Hawker can
be summed up in a few words.
"Like everyone I've always wanted to
be a Major League baseball player," he
said. Getting a baseball is a way to be a
part of the game. You go home and look
at the box score the next day and see the
home run by the player and you have the
ball right in your hand. It's like you're
part of the game."
The day after catching Vander Wals'
home run, Daverson is back on
Waveland. Decked out in his Julio Zuleta
jersey, Daverson walks down the street
toward the front gates of Wrigley, where
he gives an usher a ticket to see that day's
game.
Even ball hawks li ke to go inside once
in awhile.

Thurs.

Fri.

Sat.
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Waiting on Waveland
Hawk sat in his lawn chair while
Cardinal fi rst baseman Mark
Sports Editor
McGwire hit a ball out on to
Waveland. While two guys ran
for it, he just sat in his chair and
aseball is a game full of watched as the two converged on
tradition. It's famous for each other, eventually hitting
hot dogs, beer and the sev- heads and falling to the ground.
enth inning stretch. In Chicago He then proceeded to pick up the
those traditions run high, espe- ball that had just rolled to him,
cially at Wrigley Field. It's a sta- and thought to himself what all
dium that reeks of memories, the fuss was about, since it was
from the time Babe Ruth called only a batting practice home run.
On this panicular day, a veterhis famous home run all the way
to the day when Sammy Sosa hit an Ball Hawker named Dave
his 62nd home run to pass Roger Daverson is in his 70's style van,
Maris. The ivy is in full bloom waiting for a potential home run
during the summer. and the ball. Two kids are playing catch,
not really showing too much
bleachers arc packed.
There is another tradition at concern for the game going on
Wrigley that peoinside. A man in his
late twenties is
ple sometimes forwearing a Robeno
get about. It's
"They
seem
Clemente
jersey
actually outside
to come in
and stands with a
the stadium. right
behind the left
glove on his right
bunches, I
field wall. on
hand, hoping to
can go
Waveland Avenue.
make a catch the
It's there where
Pirate great would
months
some
of
the
have been proud of.
without
biggest baseball
The wind is blowfans in Chicago
ing slightly in, givcatching
a
ing
the
Ball
huddle together
game ball,
Hawkers a decent
and listen to the
day's game on the
chance
at
getting
and then all ball. Pirate fir.;ta
radio or a little
of a sudden
baseman
John
handheld TV. In a
matter of seconds
Vander Wal. a leftI'
ll
get
five
handed
hitter,
though. the peaceor six in
ful get together
comes up to bat to
can become a danCub ace Jon
row." '·' face
gerous one. with
Lieber in the top
grown
men
half of the third
wrestling
each
inning. Daverson
other
to
the
sits back down in
ground and grabhis van and takes a
bing in places that
break. Vander Wal
provides little hope
are deemed inappropriate. The scene shifts from of a home run, especially an
peace to violence faster then it opposite way one.
Seconds later, the fans inside
takes for a Sosa blast to leave the
Wrigley react to an obviously
park.
These people are called Ball well hit ball by Vander Wal.
Hawks, and their sole job is to Moments go by and, then. out
catch the home run that has just from the cloudy sky, comes a
left the stadium seconds before. snow-white baseball that just
For the past qunner century. Ball barely clears the fence. The
I lnwks have caught homers ofT unprepared Ball Hawkers rush as
the bat of everyone from Ernie the ball continues its downward
llnnks to Rync Sandberg.
Sometimes it cnn be nn easy job,
See 8al Hawk, page 27
like the time when one Bnll

By Scott Venci

B

a
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One of Wrigley Field's numerous Ball Hawks stands at attention during Wednesday's Cubs-Phlllles
double-header

Ball Hawk tradition faces new obstacle
Additional bleachers may hinder number of street catches
By Noel Sutcliff
Corre spondent
·1he future of the l;,ns like I lave
Davcnum who caldt the home r1111s 11111~ idc on Waveland Avenue is in jeopardy.
The <.:hica11u <.:uh~ and their owners the
Trihune Curnpany ;arc in the process of
drawing up Wrigley Field renovations lo
~uhmit
to the ci ty's J.amhn11rk
C:mnmisuion that will limit the practice of
the lla ll lfawh.
'I he pl<urs that will directly a ffect the
Hall lfawks Me the huifdin11 of 12 uddiliom•l row~ uf hfeadreu thnl woultl over
cr.lend over the !llllllh ~l dewa l k nlonv.
W;rvc l;lfltl Avenue. The hack wnll of
'lcctir111 I'> I ill Wri!( l ey'~ left field hlcuclrer•• i• over~()() feel from home plate. 'lire

additional hkadrers and an accompanyin!:( chain link km:e would r;li , e till' IIIII ·
field wall to a level that le w hill,·rs wi ll
readt.
"Very •hnrlly the Landmark ( 'onrmi"ioll
will have the prc>J"""b and lhl' pnhlil: cr111
dehale ahoul the renovation'.'' said Mark
Md iuire, vice-president of busi ness
operulions for the ( 'hil:aw> ( 'nh•.
The Tribune ( 'onrpauy ruul ( 'ity lla ll arl'
worki ng log<·lh<·r 011 WriJ.(ky Fidd
impi'IIVl'llleiiiS, liS the cit y Clllllll'il is
dch11ti11K if the ha llp11rk is 111 ill'cllml' 11
Jarulm11rk .
The city's l .11 rulm11rk ( ' t~llrml ss it~n,
whidr is stalled hy the city's lkprulllll'lll
of l'lruurint-t rmd I levd t~plll l'lll. 11111k ~s
lruu lmark l'l'CtliiiiiiCIIIIIIIioiiS. If Wrl~o~icy
rcecivt·• lrurtllllllrk shri lls, the Trihrnrc
( 'IIIIIJIIIIIYWOII Jd l'l'Ceivc illl'OIIIl' Ill X l'l'l'd•
itu firr l'ommercial rdllrhill talillll, Jll'l'llril

f,.,. wai wrs ll>r r ity building pnmils. and
11.'\.' hltirul assistultt.:t.' fnHn ~; it) pr~.· sc:rvn·
tion SJH:riulists.
Th,· ,·it y 11f ( 'hk11g11 's l.11ndnmrk
ll ivisi11n will then wnrk
with
Wrigk ) vilk lli'J:(IIItitlllitllts 111 mak,· hllll·
par'k impr11 Vl' rlll'IIIS lllmhnllrk inl1> till'
til-Vl'illpnll•nl 11f Ihe l'llllllllllllily.
( ln Wawlt111d l'l>llilnp SiJ:(hllin,·s nnlsidl·
lh<· hnllp11rk Ill'<' silllllll'd ah<>Vl' lh<'
hkal'lrns. Th,• /'""JIIlSIIls inl'lud,· tlw
adjustittJ.( llll' 1 ll' sightlin,·s nr lh<·
rt>llilllJIS.
" l111ll h11wks Ill'<' nnt fl'lllly lwing ,.,,n.
sldcrnl i11 th<· pn>pnsnls." Md htir,• Slli<l.
'I h<• Trihtllll' l'n. h11s Wl>rk,•d with lh<·
Wrlf(l<·yvllk ,·,unrnrllrily lwli>rl·. In lhl·
I'IHII's lh<· Trihuttl' t'n. WIIS 11hll• Ill
nl'iticVl' II SllliSJ'IIl'h>l'y itoiiSl' fill' till•
111111111111 11f nif(hl f(llllll'S lhlll Cl>llid hl'
plll)'l'li. ( 'llllllllllllity l'l'Sidl'lll 1\'l'l'l ' IIIII'\' ~"

111 I~ night gnm<'S po:r Sl'ason. Night
gmn,•s bring in mon· cnrs t<> 1111 nln•ndy
1knsdy pnpulatnl Lnkl• Vil•w <'ommmlity
thai has limil<'d t.lllll'd pluking.
l'r,·vi••us rq>nrts hnvl' thl' Trihuno: Co.'s
pt'<>posals inl'luding a Jumlx>tnm nnd billh,>nrd adwrtising insid,• the stndiutn.
Ctu-r,·ntly Wrigk y Fidd is one Ill' tho.• few
>arks in lhl' M:~llr Ll'll~ucs that docs not
111w mlwrtising lll<>ng rls outlidd Willis.
" rh,· rq>llrts ,,n tlw Jumhott\11\ nnd th.:
hillhn11nl~ hnw b,•,•n C<>mpktl'ly this~."
suid Rl'l,,.,.,.11 l'um>ll. 1'\'l'fl'Sl'llliltive of
tlw dt y'~ lkpartnwnl ot l'humitltt nnd
lk l'l''''Jlllll'l\1.
'J'Iw Tribune l'n. will sh<>nly submit
tlll'S<' phrns Ill th~ Cil\' Councils
I .nndnurrk t \>mmlssit>n. If they nppt\l\le
tlw t'<'nllvrlli••ns lhl' ph111~ will th~n 1!0
hl'li•t~ thr l'it~· l\>tmdl thr 11 '''''''-

!

